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“M” Club Tournament Tonight T H E
ay Is Best-Known Work 
of Great Satirist and 
Playwrjte
of the most interesting tbe- 
ical organizations in existence to- 
■ will be seen on April 5 a t the 
erty theater, when the Moroni 
511 players present Bernard 
iw's "Candida,” the 'most played 
of this great satirist and 
nahotologist.
^Now in Fifth Year 
itarted five years ago in  Utah, the 
d ;for its efforts has grown to 
n on extent that the company 
v travels in nine states and Brlt- 
ia in its tours. Three or 
re-plays of,unusual type and’high 
ility have beep offered each year,
|  the final play' .of the 1928-29 
son will be "Candida,” the play 
ich was their first offering on this 
cult
;he. plot deals with the unusual 
i  almost starting means used by 
English clergyman to meet the 
cation when he discovered that 
wife was beloved by an ardent 
earner and poet.
never, and at times caustic lines, 
ve been given the various charac- 
s by the author; and lover; 
idition and sophistication in the 
on» will find in the coming /ve- 
"le 'of. talented players a  dramatic 
at which they will want to avail 
jmselves of without fail.
Moroni Olsen and- Miss Janet 
ung share the leading roles of the 
v, James Mavor Morell and his- 
ie Candida, while Dorothy Adams 
11 be seen as Miss Proserpiftc Gar- 
tt, the capable and caustic typist 
lo is such a ' source of humor hi 
s Play-
Byron K. Foulger has been cast 
Eugene Marchbanks, the ylsion- 
y young poet who causes most of 
e difficulty, while Gordon R. Nel- 
a plays the Rev. Alexander Mill 
d Joseph H. Williams is cast as 
.ndida’s father.
A University of Oregon debate 
team will come here Tuesday to 
argue the negative of the Nicaragua 
qupstion with a team, N. B. Beck 
announced yesterday. The local: 
team will be composed of Russell 
Smith and either /Clarence Wohl orj 
Robert Young, Mr. Beck said.
■The debate will be held in the; 
pregon style, which provides for 
cross-examination by both sides.
Tliis style of debate was originated 
atrthe University of Oregon several/ 
years ago, and is considered more 
interesting to the audien'ce by most: 
authorities.
This will be the first time in 
several years that Oregon teams has 
apteared here. The names of the
v isin g  debaters have not been r e - , anarchic !cieas in , Ganaida.” 
celved here yet, but will probably 
be announced Tuesday. There will be 
a  decision in Tuesday’s contest made 
by thrge judges.
Byron Kay Foulger, as the ideal­
istic poet, expresses Bernard Shaw's
E. E. Bennett Speaks 
to Colloquium Club
lUDENT FELLOWSHIP 
TO BE VIEW SIX BOOKS
Vera Vem Phelps was the hostess 
a meeting of the Student Fellow- 
ip organization at the home of 
r. and Mis. Thomas Layfield, 435 
mth Sixth street east, Tuesday 
ening. The first three of a series 
six books, "Voices Around the 
orld,” were reviewed by George 
:id, Earl Carleton, Kathryn Reyn- 
is and Nellie Wager.
“Reeent Revelations of European 
Diplomacy,” by G. P. Gooch, was 
revealed by E. E. Bennett of the 
History department at a meeting of 
Colloquium held at the home of 
Prof. F. O. Smith Tuesday evening. 
This book is a  survey of all of the 
important literature bearing on the 
causes of the World War between' 
1917 and the present time, and in-’ 
eludes public documents, dispatches 
and other material representing all 
countries involved in- the late war.: 
According to Professor Smith, the 
most striking revelations are those; 
published in Germany and Russia. 
Germany, he says, has apparently 
thrown all of her cards on the table ; 
and gone farther than any coun­
try in revealing secrets of diplo­
macy.
The next meeting of Colloquium 
will be held a t the home of Prof. 
N. J. Lennes, head of the Mathe­
matics department. At this meet­
ing Dean R. C. Line of the School 
of Business Administration will re­
view “Thq Road to Plenty,” by 
Foster and Catchings.
CLIFTON KINNEY SPEAKS
TO MATHEMATICS CLUB
Clifton Kinney spoke before the 
Mathematics club at a  meeting 
Wednesday evening at 7:15 o’clock, 
on “Mathematics from Decartes to 
Newton."
Three interesting exhibits are 
planned for the near future, accord, 
ing to Clifford H. Riedell, chair­
man of the Fine Arts department. 
,The first of these will probably be 
a  collection of 15 or 20 paintings 
by Anton Piers of Great Falls, a 
western’ artist. This'will, appear 
some time 111 Aprii, although the 
definite date has hot yet been set. 
Mr. Piprs came to Missoula from 
Helena to see the exhibit of the 
American. Federation of Art which' 
was on display in the Art depart- 
ment last quarter.
Another exhibit to he shown is a 
series of photographs by  K. D.' 
Swan, forest service photographer. 
Some of these were taken on top 
of Mount Stewart and show queer 
and grotesque snow formations. 
Others were taken in Blodgett can­
yon in the Bitter Root mountains. 
Professor Riedell accompanied Mr. 
Swan on this trip and says that 
the pictures procured are of excep­
tional interest. There will be 150 
pictures in all.
Not the least interesting of the 
coming exhibits is that by the late 
E. S. Paxson, one of Missoula's art­
ists of western scenes. The exact 
date of this exhibit will be an­
nounced later, according to Mr. 
Riedell.
Johnson Elected 
Delegate by WAA
Last night's program over KUOM 
is featured by a reading by Mar- 
lerite McFadden, "The Ghosts,”
'  Robert Service. The entire pro- 
am was as follows:
Science Service; Current Events; 
lontanaj Agricultural Conditions; 
rimer for Town Farmers; Farm 
ews Digest; Radiotelegraph! Code 
|  istruction, Lesson Four; weather 
|  rat; Housekeepers’ Chat; Psychol- 
}!>’ for Parents, Talk Four; and 
J oem by Burton Beilis, 
j Supday evening the program will 
1 1  presented by the choir of the 
I  rinity M. E. church under the di- 
I wtion of Miss Elsa Anderson. They 
I ill offer a varied program consist;
I ig of songs by the ladies’ quar- 
1 :tte, mixed quartette, readings and 
I  iano solos.
I Monday evening a trio consistjng 
Margaret Lehou, violin; Mrs, 
|  mil Lehsou, ’cello,- and Miss Dora 
a ehsou, piano, will broadcast part 
S f the program. Bernice Rossenberg, 
I iolin; Mabelle Gould, violin, and 
I trace Gwlnn, violin, will also be 
f eatd.
Nickey and Johnson Are 
Nominated for 1YAA 
President
Elizabeth McCoy, Francis Nash, 
Ruth Johnson and Ruth Nickey. 
One thousand points are necessary 
for a sweater.
Plans, are being .completed for 
Play day which will be held for 
all high school girls attending In- 
terschoigstic track meet. Members 
of WAA have been asked to tell 
high school girls in their home 
towns about Play day in order that 
as many as possible • may take ad­
vantage, of it.
Young Will Talk to Pilgrims
"The Modem Quest for God” will 
j e the -theme of w. L. Young’s ad- 
j ress before a meeting of the Pil- 
! rim club Sunday evening. The 
j leeting will be held a t the Univer- 
‘ty Congregational church.
At a meeting of WAA held.last 
night, Margaret Johnson, ’29, was 
chosen delegate to go to the sec­
tional conference at Tucson, Ariz., 
in April. Nominations for WAA 
officers were also made at this 
meeting. Thq nominees are, far 
president, Ruth Nickey and Mar­
garet’ Johnson; y ic e  president, 
.Dorothy Kiely and Freda Van 
Duser; treasurer, Esther Edwards, 
Marie Pell and Frannie McGrath; 
secretary, Olga Hammer and Jane 
Gation. _
Week end hikes are planned by 
members of WAA for the remainder 
pf the quarter. Marjorie Richard­
son was elected chairman of the 
committee in charge of planning 
the hikes, and appointing leaders, 
The object ,of this is to get the glrjs 
interested in sports they cap do 
after they leave school, according 
to Leslie yinal- I  bicycle trip is 
planned for April 14 and 15.
Monogram “M's” for girls who 
have earned 600 points were award 
ed to the following at last night’s 
meeting: Dorothy Kiely, Unarose
Marjorie Richardson,
M anages Appointed 
By Central Board
Tuesday afternoon Central Board 
met at 5 olclock and Jerome Dahl 
was appointed football manager for 
the 1928 season. Frank Golpb was 
made assistant manager.
C, W. Bums has resigned; his 
position as manager of the Varsity 
baseball team and Sid Stewart was 
appointed to fill the vacancy.
Jimmy Morrow said yesterday 
that further petitions will be acted 
upon at the next meeting which 
will be held sometime next week, 
Among other business the mem- 
bers of the board discussed the pro 
posed increase in fees but nothing 
definite was done as it is now nec 
essary to wait for thp State Board 
of Education’s ultimatum before 
any progress can be made.
Mrs. Smith to Entertain
Flannery,
Mrs. DeLoss Smith will entertain 
members of the Faculty Women’s 
club Monday, April 2, at 3 o'clock, 
at her home, 701 Beckwith avenue.
In surveying the style conscious- 
i ness among American university 
1 men, a New York trade journal re­
cently carried a column and a half 
story on the dress and style of men 
of the State University of Montana 
and places the University as one of 
the best dressed in the Northwest, 
The journal was given to a Kaimin 
reporter by Judge Brown, owner of 
the Sport Shop.
The University of Montana, lo­
cated in' a state which tp the aver­
age Eastern mind conjures up vis­
ions pf bucking bronchos, cowboys 
in woolly chaps, rather than any- 
think which smacks of things sar­
torial, is yet found to be third* in 
the group of eight Middle West uni­
versities in the matter of average 
annual expenditure per student for 
apparel, the Journal says. Other 
indexes to the Unuiv.ersity’s im­
portance to the apparel industry are 
to be found in the fact that nearly 
50 per cent of the students are in­
fluenced by style alone when pur­
chasing clothing; that the school 
has the smallest number of students 
buying two-pants suits of any uni­
versity ip the Middle Western group, 
and that the number of students 
owning ’dinner jackets is far above 
the average for the Middle West. 
Spend $206 a Year on Clothes 
Students : at the University .of 
Montana Spend an average of $206 
a year for apparel, the Journal shi­
very indicated: Only two other1 unit, 
varsities in the Middle Western 
group, the University pf Iowa and 
the Universityof Illinois', where the 
average annual expenditure for 
apparel was $222 and $212, respec­
tively, exceed this figure- The Uni­
versity of Michigan would also have 
been included in the category ex­
cept for the fact that its size lowers 
the annual sum expended by its 
student body for apparel.
In comparing the size of the 
wardrobe of the students at the 
University of Montana with those of 
other Middle Western universities, it 
was found that Montana students 
owned more overcoats per individual 
than those at any other Middle 
Western school, although the num­
ber of suits was about on an aver­
age. This is no doubt due to the 
climatic conditions. Only 14.81 per 
cent of the students a t the Univer­
sity of Montana watch for sales 
when considering apparel purchases, 
which is the smallest found at any 
of the Middle Western schools and 
is also far below the average for the 
United.States- Whether this indi­
cates less thriftiness on tlje part of 
Montana students than ,|hose of 
other schools or is due to the fact 
that they are accustomed to buying 
at fixed price stores which do not 
hold sales is not apparent from the 
answers of the questionnaires. In  a 
like manner the number of Montana 
students buying two-pants suits is 
much smaller than the averages for 
the Middle West and the United 
States, being only about one-third 
of the former figure.
Do Not Buy Expensive Clothing 
I t  ; is quite apparent from the 
journal survey, however, that stu­
dents at the University of Montana 
do not buy expensive clothing. The 
$35 to $45 price range is the most 
popular for suits. In fact, this is 
the only outstanding price range for 
suits, with more than half, or 54.55 
per cent, of the students concen­
trating their purchases at this price, 
The $45 to $55 price range is second 
in importance, but is favored by 
20.78 per cent of the students. The 
number who buy suits at $55 and 
higher is very small, only 12.98 per 
cent of the purchases falling into 
this price range, and no students 
pay $75 or more -for their suits.
Tailor-Made Clothes Popular 
The number of students at the 
University of Montana purchasing 
tailor-made clothing only, or both 
ready-made and tailor-made is very 
large. Tailor-made suits are un­
usually popular, although no reason 
is given for this as is given by the 
Southern universities in that the 
Southern universities are visited at 
regular intervals by representatives 
of a number of wholesale tailoring 
slames who take orders for made-to- 
order suits from $29.50 up. Students
Montana’s State University will 
be weU represented at the meeting 
of the Inland Empire Education 
association in Spokane, April i, 5 
and 6. Wednesday morning, the first 
day of the session; Dr.'.M. J. Elrod; 
chairman of the “ Department of 
Biology and president of the Inland 
Empire Education association, will 
address the* meeting on “The Herit­
age of Youth.’” ‘
At the Council of Teachers of 
English, Wednesday morning, Prof. 
H. G. Merriam, Chairman of the 
English department will address the 
•group. Wednesday afternoon, Wil­
liam Angus, director, of dramatics, 
will speak on “The Director and the 
Actor.” “A Science Program for 
■School and College” will be the 
theme of Dr. J. E. Kirkwood’s ad­
dress to the Science assembly. Dr. 
Kirkwood is chairman of the De­
partment of Botany at the Univer­
sity. *.
Chancellor Brannon to Speak 
Thursday morning at the general 
session, Melvin A. Brannon, chan­
cellor of the Greater University qf 
Montana, will speak on "Intellec­
tual Integrity.’’ At another meeting 
of the Council of Teachers of Eng- 
lish Thursday afternoon, Lucia B. 
Merrilees of the English department 
will lecture on “Some Problems in 
Teaching Composition.” . Anne C. 
Platt, associate professor of Home 
Economics, is chairman of the Home 
Economics meeting Thursday after­
noon. "Gidgnpl in-the French Cir­
cles," is the theme of Mrs. Louise 
P. Amoldson’s address to the Mod­
ern Language assembly meeting in 
the Gothic room of the Qavenport 
hotel Thursday afternoon. Mrs. 
Arnoldson is Assistant professor of 
Foreign Languages a t Montana Uni­
versity.
Mary M. Laux, assistant profes­
sor of Physical Education, is chair­
man of the, meeting of Physical 
Education meeting Thursday after­
noon. Thursday evening the Mon­
tana Masquers will present Sir J. M, 
Barrie’s “What Every Woman 
Knows” in the auditorium of the 
Lewis and Clark high school.
Friday and Saturday the North 
Pacific section of the American As 
sociatlon of University Women will 
meet at the Davenport hotel. Mrs. 
Melvin A. Brannon is sectional di­
rector of the AAUW. Miss Merrielees 
and Miss Platt will represent the 
local chapter a t the meeting.
Joseph Williams as the bumptious 
Mr. Burgess in Bernard Shaw’s fa­
vorite comedy, “Candida.”
Russell Smith and James Beck, 
University debaters, were defeated 
last Tuesday evening when they 
met Upton Palmer and Roy Mc­
Call of Redlands university,' Red­
lands, Calif., in the Little Theatre.
Smith and Beck upheld the af- 
I firmative of the question “Resolved, 
[that the practice of armed inter­
vention ip the affairs of Latin- j 
i America should be condemned.” 
Both teams were well prepared, in 
I the opinion of the judges and 
coaches. E. R. Nichols, Redlands 
coach, said after the debate that 
the Montana team had given the 
strongest argument his team has 
had to meet this year.
The Redlands team is on its way 
to Tiffin, Ohio, to' attend the an­
nual convention of Pi Kappa Delta, 
national honorary forensic society, 
where McCall and"Palmer will com
10 M i
i r a o F i v
Gogol’s “The Bevizor” Will 
Offer Opportunities to 
Many Actors
Casting is not yet completed, for 
the Masquer’s major spring pro­
duction, Nicolay Gogol’s “The Re- 
visor,” to be presented at the Little 
Theatre, May 23- 25> 26. 01)4 of 
a cast of 20, lrh a v e  been chosen 
and William Angus, director of dra­
matics, is considering a number of 
possibilities for the vacancies. Paul 
Kenefick, who took the part of
James Wylie in “What Every 
pete ip extemporaneous speaking j i5 cast to the lead-:
tog role, that of Ivan Aleksandro-and oratory. The coach is accom- 
I panying them.
Total Enrollment 
Equals Last Year’s
Improvements on the groundg 
around North and Corbin halls will 
be started spoil according to Tom 
Swearingen, maintenance engineer.
■Registration figures-for the Spring 
quarter, released this week from the
registrar’s office, show that a Miiaar Klopov, Super-
of 1,222 students have enrolled. This j
vich Klestakov, an official from St; 
Petersburg. Following is the cast 
chpsen:
Anton Antonovich Skvoznik- 
Dmukhanovsky, the Mayor, Delos 
Thorson; Anna Andreyevna, his 
wife, Mary Brennan; Marya Anto­
novna, his daughter, Margaret
number is eight less than for the
An oval driveway will be built from spring quarter last year, but it does
Maurice street through the grounds 
in front of the' buildings and grass 
planted between the drive and in 
front of Corbin hall.
It is planned to lay out a lawn 
and to plant a number of trees west 
of Corbin, hall. These, trees will be 
similar to the trees around North 
and South halls, red oak and chest­
nut .oak and maple trees.
I t was originally planned to have 
Walks only in the quadrangle which 
will be formed in the center of the 
dormitories. The necessary delay 
in constructing new buildings make 
it advisable to have the trees, grass 
and driveway.
hot include the special music stu­
dents. When they are added to the 
list the total will equal or exceed 
last year’s figure, according to the' 
report.
The report also lists the total reg­
istration thus far tills year, giving it 
as 1,579. This number represents an 
increase over the gross registration 
for 1926-27, that figure being 1,577.
,This quarter the percentage of 
men and women remains about the 
same, with 652 men and 570 women. 
Nine new students registered, and 20 
former students not in attendance 
last year have returned.
ECONOMICS PROFESSOR 
ACCEPTS APPOINTMENT
.Qglvin Crumbaker, assistant pro­
fessor of Economics, has accepted 
an appointment as assistant chair­
man of the Northwest Scientific as­
sociation. This organization" em­
braces natural, physical, and social 
sciences, and customarily meets an­
nually at Spokane.
HONORARY FRATERNITY 
WILL INITIATE SUNDAY
Sigma Delta Chi, men’s honorary 
international journalism fraternity, 
will hold Initiation in the Journal­
ism shack Sunday afternoon at 3 
o’clock. Ten men are to be initiated.
Following the ceremony, officers 
for the coming year will be elected. 
The new officers will be installed a t 
the annual Founders’ day banquet 
Tuesday, April 17.
AI
Men outnumbered women in visits 
to Health Service office during the 
winter quarter. Seventy per cent of 
the medical bills were refunded 
from health service fund.
The winter quarter was a  busy 
.period for the health service. 795 
men and 687 women called at the 
office during the quarter. The most 
common ailments were colds; and 
minor fils. 56 men and 12 women 
received medical attention in hos­
pitals.’ Mrs. A. F. Le Claire, Uni­
versity nurse made 420 visits to stu­
dents in the hospital, infirmary and 
- at home.
One hundred per cent of the medi­
cal bills were refunded from the 
health service fund during the Fall 
quarter, however the demand was 
so great during the Winter quarter 
that only seventy per cent could be 
refunded.
University Gives 
Eighteen Degrees
intendent of Schools, W. C. Orton, 
Jr.; His Wife, Rbth Taylpr; Amos 
Fiodorvich Liapkin-Tiapkin, the 
Judge, Philip Duncan; Artemy Fil­
ippovich Zemlianika, Superintend­
ent of Charities, Vernon Hoven; 
Ivan Kuzmich Shpekin, the Post­
master, Dan Harrington; Plotr 
Ivanovich Dobchinsky, a country 
squire; undecided; Plotr ivanovieh 
Bobchlnsky, country squire, undai 
cided; Ivan Aleksandrovich Klesta^ 
kov, an official from St. Peters^ 
burg, Paul Kenefick; Osip, his serv­
ant; undecided; Stepan Ilyich Kho- 
vertov, police captain, Harry Hoo- 
ser; Svistunov, a  police sergeant,. 
Robert Jelley; Derzhimorda, a po­
lice sergeant, William Crawford; 
Abdulin, a merchant, undecided}; 
Fevronya Petrova Poshliopkina, the 
locksmith’s wife, Irene Murphy; 
The Widow of a non-commissioned 
Officer, Lydia Maury; Akulka, the 
Mayor’s servant, Adeline Platt;’ 
Servant at the Inn, Arthur Burns.
“There are a great many character 
parts in this play, and the patrons 
Of the Little Theatre will be given 
an opportunity to see a  number of 
new actors perform,” said Mr. An­
gus. He added that in “The Re­
vizor" even the minor parts should 
be very well cast and well acted 
to make the play entirely success­
ful. Even the smallest bits in the 
play are really difficult jobs foi 
the player and require exception­
ally good acting. Work will begir 
on "The Revizor" immediately aftei 
the return of the Masquers fron 
Spokane.
CO-EDS MAKE  
PROGRAMS FOR 
PAN-HELLENIC
(Continued on Page 6)
Programs for the annual Pan- 
Heljenic formal will be filled opt by 
the girls this year for the first time.. 
Plans for this year’s function will 
soon be completed, according to 
Pauline Astle, chairman.
April 13 Is the date set for the 
affair, which will be held at the 
Elite. Committees that have -been 
appointed are as follows: Music, 
Margaret Johnson, chairman, Ruth 
Mondale, Frances Elge; programs, 
Billie kester, chairman, Edna Talt,. 
Hortense Chid ester; refreshments, 
Marion Hall, chairman, Olga Ham­
mer, Dorothy Lay; chaperones, 
Frances McGrath, chairman; Helen 
Winston, Barbara Terrqtt.
SENIOR- ANNOUNCEMENTS 
ORDERED BY STORE
Senior announcements have been 
ordered through the Associated 
Student store. All orders have been 
sent in and, according to Morris 
McCollum, manager of the store, 
should be received May 15. The 
Autrey brothers of Denver are sup­
plying the announcements this year.
Heaney Returns 
Marvin Heaney, who has been 
confined to South hall infirmary 
with tonsilltis, returned to classes 
Wednesday.
MIRRIELEES TO SPEAK 
AT ENGLISH MEETING
EDITORIAL CONTEST
James Barker, K. Crumbaker, 
Dorothy Norton an d  
McFarland High
Eighteen students received degrees 
at the close of the Winter quarter.
Four degrees were awarded with 
honors. The degrees were granted 
to the following students:
For ■ the degree of Bachelor of 
Arts:
Botany: Scliwan, Herbert Ed­
ward.
Chemistry: DePirro, Amedeus.
Economics: Crumbaker, Kathryn 
Harbaugh (with honors), Frisby,
William Reynolds.
Education: McKlttrick, M a ry
Alice; Murray, John S.
English: Forkenbrock, Bea; Nor-1 two are presented by the Montai 
ton, Dorothy Rix (with honors); Press association, one by The 
Sigma P|ti> women’s national hoi 
prary journalism fraternity, one i 
Sigma Delta Chi, men’s intern
Forty high schools throughou 
the state have announced their in 
tentlon of participating in the an 
nual Interscholastic Editorial as 
sociatlon’ contest this spring. Bot: 
high school annuals and newspapei 
have been entered.
For the hest annual publicatio 
by a Montana high school to 
Fredell cup will be awarded, an 
four other silver cups will be aware 
ed for the best publications by hig 
schools on a basis of enrollmen 
The classes determined by enrol 
ment will be:
Class A for high schools havit 
an enrollment of 50Q and ove; 
class B. from 300 to 499; class i 
from 400 to 299, and class D, belo
Mips Lucia Mirrieless of the Eng­
lish department will speak on “The 
Renaissance in English Literature” 
at the meeting of the English club I Peterkin, Dorothy Marie Johnson, 
in Room 305 of the Library, Sunday History: McFarland, Carl (with
afternoon at 3 o’clock. | honors)
Of the four cups presented fi 
the best high school publicatior
Although this lecture is intended I Mathematics: Barker, James Ed- 
primarilyjhr seniors in English who ward (with honors); Nee|ey, Marie, 
will take their examinations this Physical Education: Gerdicia,
quarter, the membership in the club Zura.
is not restricted by either class or Business Administration: Byrd,
major subject.
Further business will Include the 
election of a new chairman to take
tional journalism fraternity. .
The’'Arts Craft Guild of Chica 
will judge the high school anno 
entries and Robert E- Tait, edit 
of the New Northwest, Poni 
Milton Daniel; Bruce, Everett C. Casey, dean of the school Of Jot 
Journalism: Castle, Alathea B.; nalism at the University of preg( 
Swartz, Pauline Rachel. and H. A. Berens, president of t
the place of Dorothy Marie Peterkin, 1 Degree of Pharmaceutical Clicin- Quill and Scroll, will judge t  
who has resigned- I ist: Guilbault, Charles Patrick. I high school publications.
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They have to some extent conquered them­
selves and thereby increased their intelli­
gent status. But many of them commit 
an almost unpardonable sin by thinking 
themselves that they are not as other men.
Most of us, on the other hand, enjoy 
sitting down once in a while and reading 
some great classic. I t  gives us reliof from 
the hurry-scurry of this workaday world, 
and rests our mind by giving it a change 
of occupation.
* In lonely country districts where farmer 
folk live somewhat isolated lives, some of 
the best-read people in the world dwell. 
When the work is done they light their 
lamps, and (if they are .not too interested 
in radio), they read the novels of Dickens 
and Thackeray, and the plays of Shake­
speare. If  they are pious they delight in 
noble spiritual essays. They also have a 
knack of choosing more modern novels of 
abiding worth, and revel in Hardy and 
Conrad.
These people live quieter lives than we 
do; they live more as the gentlefolk lived
HUMAN beings might just as well be in the times when the greatest English candid when they consider the ques- classics were written. They possess an tion of what they should read. Too attitude of mind which reconciles itself to 
often they’re not. the deliberate and profound style of our
If is not true that even the most cultured great writers. They can sit down and read 
person,likes to relax when no one is look- their great books word for word­
ing, and read the primitive slap-stick We in the cities-are liable to imitate and 
tiunror of the average comic strip ? I t is age ancf skip our way through short stories, 
not less true that most of us enjoy looking articles and novels, which are written'with 
it; a lurid tabloid newspaper, just to see that method of'reading in view. 
ioWhorrible it is, and to have a chance to Should we be ashamed of reading 
kink to one’s self, “ However do they allow “ trash”  once in a while? We hope not, 
hese newspapers to feature such awful on behalf of all educated people, because 
lappenings?” , it is our opinion that everyone glories in
, Light and far-fetched “ literature” is “ trash” sometimes. We can not escape 
rften preferred by, the most sensitive of the spirit of our age. . j
people, to Macaulay and Ruskin. They I t  would be well, however, for some of
Maybe ’Tis
? ? ?  ? ?
* •  •  •
May be Taint!
grind six lemons, six oranges, 121 take a comprehensive report,"-
sandwiches, one Thermos bottle of 
soup, coffee, water, three quarts of 
milk and1 four chickens.” Sounds 
like an awfully' mixed party to us.
Human Nature and Good 
Literature
HOW ’ DO, FOLKS
We feet good today, we does, 
Maybe it's the weather, maybe it’s 
’cause everybody else is happy, may­
be it’s just the spring itch in our 
bones, but for an old bird, Woozle 
Bird's getting too optimistic for sour 
apples or sour grapes or what-do- 
you-offer. Spring comes only once 
a year in this country, so we're 
going to chirp our fool head off 
about it. Not that anyone would 
stop us.
The dearth of a real song hit this 
last season has been the pet gripe 
of many people lately. What of it? 
Maybe Irving Berlin’s popularity 
is waning. Suppose the newer 
lyricists haven’t  put over a national 
hit.
There have been no songs like 
"Yes We Have No Bananas” or 
“Thanks for the Buggy Ride," 
“Horses,” or “Valencia," which be-
SIGNS OF SPRING:
When the Mlssoullan runs a head­
line telling that the ‘University will 
help conserve wild life in the state,* 
as it did on Wednesday. This is 
a certain sign of the balmy season, 
and . you’re quite safe in removing 
the red flannels.
‘Had a puncture, my friend?” 
‘No, sir, I'm just changing the air 
in these tires. The other lot is worn 
out.”—Crestiad.
Many a 
looks like 
Kansan.
dewy bud of girlhood 
a blooming idiot.—Daily
Waiter: Will you have mush­
rooms?
Stud: Thanks, this is private,en­
ough.—Sou’wester.
He’s so tight he thinks capital 
punishment is the income tax.— 
Sou’wester.
nell Dally Sun.
Dryland; Montana. 
March 21, 1928.
Dear Son:
Et searns to me that those quarters 
come tolerably often up ther in Kal- 
lcge. Only 2 weeks ago you writ and 
asked fer soum money to pay soum 
intuition and i had to cell the jer­
sey cow and mortgage the old farm­
stead to git enuff money this tyme. 
Maw wanted, me to cell the fllver 
but 1 woud not listen too her.'
In yore last letar you toled a bout 
you had a fruend by the name of 
co-ed butt you did not menshun if 
this wus liis first or last naem. 1 
hoep he es ,not a spendthrift as 1 
dont wont you in any bed comanee 
up ther in kolege and maw saws 
for you tu bee cerful in those frat. 
schacks as you mite catch a bed cold 
or soum numonyl or other dieease. 
Et looks to me like they wuld ha be- 
tar places for the students to live in­
stead of thar schacks. do you hav 
too chopp your owe wood or do 
you hav sombudy do et for you.
Well son you be keerful of this 
heer moneies and do nut spend any
Elder: If you keep looking at me you dont hav too: ‘ have to 80 mllk — w._4 t,____i__i_ ___ .... I the cows no wand do soum gours as
even get a  candidate to send to 
Hollywood.
Gooperfea there.
The following lines from the pen 
of a Proctor were picked up in the 
Men’s gym during the recent exam­
ination.
Ambitious Student 
The stealthy tread 
Of the proctor dread 
Gets on the nerves of my pen. 
He slips about.
Worms in and out
The aisles of scribbling men.
-If a paper drift 
Or an eyelid lift 
Or a head turn left or right,
His eyeB are there 
With a  wide, wild stare ■
And excoriating sight.
When I  finish school 
—Not quite a fool—
A professorship for me.
I’ll snoop around 
Without a sound,
A PROCTOR T will be.
I  asked her to marry me,
And she said,
“Go see Dad.”
She knew that I  knew that 
Dad was dead.
She knew that I  knew what 
of a life he had led.
She knew that I  knew what 
meant.
When she said,
“Go see Dad.”—Pfirdue ExpOn
Rich men sleep in feather beds, 
Sailors sleep a t sea,
But a back-row seat in Math 21 
Is home sweet home to me.
—Sou’weste
Frjday,.March 30. 1928
Swede Dahlberg, coach at 
Butte high school, is a guest at 
Phi Delt house.
like that I ’m going to kiss you 
Younger: Well, I  can't hold this 
expression all day.—Sou'wester.
By saying that a man past 30 is
maw wants too drive ovur too soum 
friends fer soum cookee recipees.
respectively yore dad. 
Woozle Bird:
Heres a letter the dad sends tor  alencia, hich be- incaDabie o£ reai love Dr w ln Dur_  
Came Vê “  a" V ° h“  “ I  not nec^ari?y i X  Z t  ^  *>» *  College after the off-
fr  People past that age are less miser- M * ?  has asked hlm for “ ore ne present mediocrity—i f ! . .  money to pay expenses.
painful
times. Th  r t e d i o ^ M  I P??ple pas‘ ,ttla ta8a 8 
that’s what you want to call it— able' Mich??al|  DaUy- 
T L , not, I f  raked I f  80 many „ very man is said to have his 
■ ,. . - 1 e Pam® 01 one J422 price, and we might add that every Gooperfeathers wants to know if
p on, but it has been pleasant, has her figure.—Miami Stu- the proposed Student's Union build-
and argues for the individuality of .__,_________  .  . . . . . . . . ___
|  t   .
Gooperfeathers.
| ,jenj 
the listeners and writers, in con­
trast to the mob that used* to 
stampede for one piece.
love ifae classical authors; but crave a us as students, to force ourselves to keep
EVOLUTION 
-}. Spring fever.
2. High fever <104eF.)'
3. Hay Fever.
SUNDAY
ing will have a private smoking 
room for the co-eds. If this was sug­
gested the women of the campus 
should be 100 per cent strong for the 
new dub house???
What every student knows? -If 
they don't watch out the yellow slips
He—“Please.”
She—“No I”
“Oh, pretty please.”
“No!”
* "Please, just this once.”
“I  said NO!” __ I ___P ___
“Aw, please, ma; all the other kids will get them.
are going barefooted.” _.____
S j  * ~  "  {„ „ " ~ a '  U . ------- u u rse iv e s  TO Keep) „ » u m « ix  I -Purdue Exponent. I t don’t  look like the students
ihange once m a while whether they admit up with the times in intellectual thought, h w l be ApriI PooI’s day> -------- were very strong for the contest to
it or not. and science. Not one reallv nrofomirl wnrt w  n° exc“ f; at aU for hyr ’31—“I didn’t do my homework." find the homhest man on the camp-
Avfe'rage freshmen students-male and embodying a conWbution to w o E d W , y<“  prf ^ ’ t , us and that was my pet *«o .• r. ° . ■l i  • . n  j  •. a. , . wuu/ 1“ 8  *  GOiHiiDUUOn to  worla learn- . ~ , 29—'‘The books were out on home putting our College in the limelight,
female- might just as well admit first as mg should be ’neglected by us; no work of H ^ MIT7and lt ml! be the undyin* use.” i t  would seem that nobody wants to
last, that they get a great “kick” out of the acknowledged deans o f  L n r L L  Z , Wreat*i °,f, f?1"*1’ 3 VS-'-The available material wasj have the honor of being the ‘Bull
should e e ip e « t a  llter“ aIeh " ,“
:ious flavor ab o u t th em . T h a t  f la v o r  g iv es  I f  w e d o  t h a t  a n d  a lso  d ip  in to  th e  1,6313 113 to wrifcins  toe-scenario for 
he p ie ^  “ h u m an  in te r e s t ,”  a n d  a lth o u g h  t r e a s u r e s  o f  th e  p a s t - i f  w e  d o n ’t
h h^h-mmded student may scold him- because we have never discovered their Ithat broke down when the fat lady 
elf tor his mischievous delight in Swift, wealth—then should we not be excused bumped int0 “• 
le can not repress the Adam in him after when we relax, smile over the comic strips, a gentlemj^ and  a  golfer  
-rtf. ,:, , ’ . ' , rush through the latest society yarn, and Conduct yourself as a golfer
l  ernaps people or culture are heroic in read about love, death and crime in svndi WOJdd and tllerehy you wm not irri~
>p̂ ily;kcondemning literary “ trash.” cated articles? _TVT,a;ii n ':i„  \tate ot^  on the course.HreH 7.... . ---------------------------------- ------------------- iuiAjni j-fany —Etiquette for golfers, from the
last Kaimin. Conduct yourself as 
\a gentleman, we take it, and you 
will get kicked :off the course.H I  NOTE 
IN S P i l  STYLES
Diversity Students Adopt New Hats 
and Polo Coats for Summer; 
Gray and Brown Popular
Latest observations of university 
yles by experts of men’s wear and 
ie Daily News Record, authoritative 
yle publications, indicate hats 
mu by American undergraduates 
is spring wm have the high, taper-
I crown and narrow bijm. •
Formal Soft Hat Is Homburg 
A more formal soft hat, which wffl 
Place the derby during the warm 
onths,.i& the Homburg, which has 
bound edge and a pronounced curl 
re and aft In the brim, which is 
>uow. The less formal hats which 
ve been approved by university 
idents have much the same lines 
the classic Homburg, but may be 
>ra with the brim turned down, 
,rtll:ularly if me brim has a raw 
ge.
Brown; Gray, Green Colors 
Sat colors will be shades of light 
wn, with darker bands, and
™ . f *  ranging from a “ 6-
™ r 01 to a UsM Pearl. Olive or 
.V™ w111 be worn by a few
i “ d niay gain consider- 
le ground when it is introduced. 
ĥ e“dord 8«y Chesterfield over- 
it, with a velvet collar and fly 
“ f. h f n 80 Popular, during the 
(“  j ™  “ any university stu-
■mentnf<H?er f°r SPring wear a “ ent of the same cut, but made
J s n l sbade 01 ^ y  and with- • ‘he velvet collar.
i W o \ ? ccomes Fashionable 
^ 5 f “ .tlle iield of fashion, the 
h ^ r polo coat, 
n o b & ^ * ,reasted garment' has 
Fairchl]odJ IVnCrea6ln8 numbers 
dffm“d|ttye raPorters visiting (Ufferent coUeges and univer 
- “  various parts of the coun- 
^  Particularly, this
Bion -os^i^k f 1846 3 strong im- 
Sf e y . *  hetveen-season gar-
e v ^ l  / Uthoritles look for
demand for this 
as \ n the aomlng early as it is suitable for wear »t
w e a S ^ I >tbaU games before 
l! ™rbeco®os extremely cold, 
l a ^ r 4 01 a mi>d autumn 
e a  nart asperienced In the 
■ canhf 01 t:ie “ “ try this
C £ s . rightt^ hto
STUDENTS PREFER
Mrs. S. V. Stewart was the guest
of Marjorie Stewart at North h a ll! ,, ,  ̂ ,
Tuesday and Wednesday. Undergraduates Adopt Color for
;sy ch o f^ ,ŵ ° ? iat.e P resso r 
the- Phi oi a dmner finest 
rsday S gnia Kappa houae
a,h° is now coach at 
at tho school, is a vis- 
8t the Phi Delta Theta house.
uesday and ednesday 
Helen Rooney was Kittle Quigley’s 
dinner guest a t North hall Tuesday.
Dean Sedman was a dinner guest 
at North hall Tuesday.
Mrs. William Kester and daugh­
ter, Billie, were the dinner guests 
of Claire Frances Linforth a t North 
hall Wednesday.
Gertrude Gustafson was the din­
ner guest of Eleanor 'Sorenson at 
North hall Wednesday.
Edna Tait was the dinner guest 
of Dorothy Cohen at North hall 
Wednesday.
Jack Crutchfield was the dinner 
guest of Kinga Gayeski at North 
hall Wednesday.
Marion Cline, Gladys Shuck, Gem 
Merkle, Martha Dunlap, Winifred 
Adams were dinner guests at Cor­
bin hall Wednesday.
Jean Wigle and Eleanor Hall 
were luncheon guests at Corbin 
hall Thursday.
Margaret Ellen Jordan was the 
dinner guest of Iola Gorton at Cor­
bin hail Wednesday.
Prof. H. Turney-High was a 
luncheon guest Thursday at the S. 
' .  E. house.
Ted Hodges was a dinner guest at 
the Sigma Chi house Wednesday.
Prof. F. C. Scheuch was a dinner 
guest at the Sigma Chi house 
Thursday.
Louis Thayer, of Helena, was a 
Wednesday dinner guest at the 
Sigma Nu house.
Alpha Tau Omega was host to 
the Interfraternity council at din­
ner Wednesday.
Art Neil, coach at Stevensville, is 
staying at the Sigma Phi Epsilon 
house this week.
Dan Smith was a Wednesday din' 
ner guest a t the Kappa Sigma 
house.
Doug Murphy was a dinner guest 
at the Kappa Sigma house Thurs­
day.
Gladys Steven and Vira Kay were 
dinner guests of Helen Groff at 
Corbin hall Wednesday.
Monday evening, after their reg­
ular meeting .actives and alumni of 
Kappa Delta held an informal party 
at the chapter house at 409 McLeod 
avenue.
Spring Apparel; Tans Also 
to Be Popular
Naw, we’re agreeable today, but 
here's where we disagree. There 
are too many golfers whom we do 
not care to follow, either in conduct 
or in driving.
Hey-hey, Gooperfeathers end, 
Hurdles, where are you???
c m
127 EAST CEDAR
ARE YOU A DOOR WAY DODGER? 
Don’t dodge every rain drop— 
get a Kirschbauin shower proof 
Spring Coat
and never mind the weather.
$25 to $05
Once; upon a time some students 
| voted for an increase in their fees, 
and for their incorporation. The
Green, appropriate color of spring­
time, wm be worn by a majority of ‘“ ^ r a t i o n .  The I
, , ,, president of the University took thewell-dressed college student* t h i n ___ — “ y ine Iwell-dressed coliege students this L a t te r  up to tlm State B ^ d '  of 
season. Canvasses made by style Education, and they said it was fine, 
reporters in all parts of the coun- and approved it. And everyone
try show that undergraduate? have lived happily ever after. (Gosh 
expressed a preference for this this sounds like a fairy story.)
shade in hose, shirts, cravats and ____ _
sweaters, and its adoption by style “No toothache; sonny. Not tills 
leaders at the different institutions week. You’d have to have it out, 
probably will cause the color to come ’because there are just lots of den- 
into general favor among college tists in town who would be GLAD 
to do it. Did you see them down­
town? I  thought it would feel better. 
Take a tin nickle and buy yourself 
some candy now.”
Pale Green Shirts 
In the East quantities of pale 
green shirts have been seen a t the 
larger universities. Another signi­
ficant style note seen here is the 
solid color, light green pullover 
sweaters, with round or “crew" neek, 
with solid color stockings to match, 
worn with knickers. Neckties with 
patterns made up of small figures 
or the small shepherd’s check also 
have been noted in this shade.
Pale and light tans also will be 
popular with students, according to 
those who have investigated the 
taste of collegians. These tan shades
Mr. and Mrs. F. W. Schwinn of 
Red Lodge arrived in Misoula yes­
terday to visit their daughter, Vir­
ginia, ’30.
Syracuse University Starts Edition 
Syracuse, N. Y.—(IP)—A new type 
literary magazine to contain only 
material not of a humorous nature, 
has been instituted at Syracuse uni­
versity. The magazine will sell at ten 
cents.
are expected to be confined to 
shirts, made with attached collars 
which will be worn with a pin, as 
is customary at present with the 
best dressed students at colleges and 
universities in nearly every sec­
tion of the country.
Hat Brims
A distinct swing in the direction 
of narrow hat brims, both curled and 
fiat, is reported. In some cases col­
lege men, not satisfied with the 
width furnished by their retailers, 
have trimmed their hat-brims down 
to an inch or less, thus obtaining an 
unusual effect. For “good” hats a 
curled 'brim, distinctly narrow, is 
becoming popular, other hats, used 
by college men for informal spring 
wear, will be worn with the crown 
pinched in front, and with the brims 
which are unbound at the ed&s, 
turned down in front or at the side.
Hat colors favored by students 
now include brown, a shade which 
had been neglected by college men 
for the past few seasons. The ex­
tremely popular derby will of course 
be laid away with the coming of 
warm weather ,and lightweight felts 
in various shades of gray, brown and 
in some cases green, will be used for 
daily wear. The curled-brim or 
Homburg hat, mentioned above, is 
to become popular as a hat hav­
ing formality and dignity equal to 
that of a derby.
The hardest thing about college 
life is giving it up after four years 
of intensive loafing.—Michigan
Daily.
CONCERNING THE AIRPLANE 
ENDURANCE TRIP 
From the Missoula Sentinel: 
“Haldeman and Stinson had with 
them for nourishment during the
V E R Y  M l  I D . .  A N D
Y E T  T H E Y  S A T I S F Y
Mother’s Day
Sunday—May 18th
Of all the gifts 
you might be­
stow, your pho­
tograph will be 
most truly trea­
sured. It is the 
one thing none 
but y o u  can 
give! Arrange. 
now for yom* 
appointment.
DORIAN STUDIO 
Wilma Building
Photographs Live Forever
W e  STATE it  as our hon­
est b e lie f that the tobaccos 
used in  C hesterfield  ciga­
rettes are o f  finer quality 
and hence o f  b etter  taste 
than in  any other cigarette 
at the price.
Lkcett & Myeb* Tobacco Co.
C h e s t e r f i e l d
C l  O  A  R . E T T E S
3
4s Will Have Reserved 
ction. Hates Are 
Permissable
the two pending prefimi- 
out o£ the way ,the stage is 
Jor the annual “JjT’ club 
nent which will be held in 
liversity gymnasium tonight 
sharp. The card, which in- 
21 rounds of boxing, four 
| Qg * bouts and a fencing 
which bids -fair to be the 
kectic tournament held in the 
gymnasium since the begin- 
I ’ the annual affair during the 
ijuarter of'fthe, 1923 schml 
! The promoters urge the fans 
j-jiere early and to get a good 
s the tickets are going fast.)
| ned to the pink ,of -condition, 
[ajs followers "term ft, each 
i taiit is ready to go into tob: 
j ad .give his best to annex tile 
lonship that awaits, the win-- 
the respective division.
Lynch Defeats Arnick 
i  recent elimination contest 
i between Marvin Amick and 
i i Lynch to determine the bat- 
i r ..meet Kenneth .Raids, last 
j crowned champ, Lynch, was 
fc$ful in gftning a ‘decision over
i elimination bout ..between 
: two contestants turned out‘to 
ast and furious go .with Amici:
: r ih e  first round' by' a slash, 
i hurling of punches to the 
i and bead of Lynch.. The lat- 
: wfth a . sftnflar .attack that 
!jnlck on toe defense during 
■ mainder of the fight and won 
l ynch the light to compete in 
j. lampions hip .bout/ .Ken Davis 
ind Lynch a mighty mean boy 
S. away and a mightyjdfirigerous 
•r when, the going ”-is'/tough.- 
bout sbb.uld prbyide. plehty of- 
i for tfte fans, and keep them 
i; their toes .uptil. one or the 
gtos by ft" knockout or de-
Montann Feels Loss of Men 
Who Have Been Mainstays 
of Former Teams. (Doyle, 
Sweet and Gillette Gone.
This “M” club card is one of the finest amateur productions that a fan 
of the ring would want to attend. The boys merely fight for the honor, 
but they certainly do mix it and better exhibitions are hard to find. If 
you haven’t received your’ tickets for .the engagement, make arrangements 
immediately, as there won’t be 70,OflO available seats.
There are 42 men out for traeje this-year, one of the largest squads ever 
to turn opt for an individual varsity sport at Montana University. The 
races are well guarded with capable material, but Coach Stewart will 
have to deyelop field material) especially in the h igh jump, where Mon­
tana has been .weak the last .few years. Nelson, former Iriterscholastic 
high jump winner, failed to return to school this quarter.
PROGRESSIVE HISTORY 
FOR TRADITION
Gil Porter Was President of 
Club and Doc Tanner Sec­
retary at Time of First 
Bouts; Brennan Referees.
CLARENCE C.QyLE
; -Ever see a whippet flash down the 
track when the barrier was'pulled? 
Ever see grace, smoothness, and 
power? ltd? Ever see Coyle run 
the hundred? ’ Well,'it’s the same.
■ Coyle, 'as pretty a runner as ever 
pulled on a pair .of Spiked shoes, had 
toe misfortune of being the running, 
’inate of Russ Sweet, who at the 
present tone is attempting to lower 
jbhe world’s record ,in the century. 
■At any other time' he would have 
occupied the banner line in  news- 
ipaper publicity. However, he must 
still .be recognized as one of the 
greatest -runners that ever stopped 
under the Copper, Sliver and Gold. 
And that’s no mean honor, for Mon­
tana has had some great sprinters.
Coyle is one of toe tew men in the 
country to do.,ton 100-yard dash- 
under 10 seconds and do it corisist- 
Antly -Coyle: did ■’the trick in 9.9 
repeate,dly and was a  sure point 
•winner in any company.
Again- we pay‘‘tribute to a man 
who gave all he'- had with no 
thought of personal gain. t. ------
uke and McCann to Fight 
; outcome of the junior light- 
it class will be settled between 
,p”- Luke and John McCann 
was thought that .these two 
would put up a  much better 
Ition of fighting than would 
islee and Luke. Blakeslee is 
ind has plenty of reach while 
is extremely short and graced 
but short appendages. Al­
to  Luke would give Blakeslee 
.e.i.could absorb while engaged 
fighting, it is doubtful whether 
mid get under Blakeslee’s guard 
flcient number of times to ob 
an equal break. The matching 
e two boys, Luke and McCann 
however, insure the fans of a 
fight. Both boys employ the 
: ’em” method in getting their 
and i^looks Uke'tjie decision 
go to ’the f i l t e r  that, can sock 
aardesfi’ *  *
Record Crowd Assured 
:kets for the big card have been 
ale for two days and from the 
•ts of JakeiSfUlar, who ft hi 
ge of the paste boards, a . record 
e will view this year's, tourna- 
:. 1 Both women and men have 
a an Interest in the touma- 
i and it is expected by the ring 
nfttee tp fill the special sqc- 
which has been reserved for 
3s. ■
. T. T. Rfter, chairman of the 
id .association entertainment 
nlttee, called for 100 ring side 
its but found that the number 
d  be too small, so sent in a 
ial request to have a t  least 25 
s.)tp care for ,'YftftiPg dentists 
will come to the fight "eh 
se.” These and similar indica- 
i are taken by the committees 
harge as good indication^ that 
year’s tournament will b.e a 
Piece sell out.
TRACK ARTIST
’Will Montana he able to repeat 
this year or will the gap left by 
Sweet, Coyle and Gillette be Impass­
able?” Is the question uppermost in 
the minds of Montana track, fans.
There might not be a Lindbergh 
in sight to carry things with a com­
plete sweep, but there should be 
enough good men to garner Seconds 
and thirds and put the Grizzly ban­
n er in its accustomed place well up 
front.
Strong Coast Teams 
Competition will be keen this year, 
as strong teams are reported from 
the camp„of the Huskies out In Se­
attle to the Golden Bear’s den down 
south. The California schools will 
■be hard to beat, as they have teams 
second to none in the country; but 
they .should divide first among 
themselves so Shat a team .able to  
cop off a few seconds and firsts will 
be well up in the running.
Montana, with such" men as 
Adams,’ Davis, ' Tysel) ) Millet find 
Hanson as veterans, and some soph­
omores- who shoy - promise, fihoujd 
give a good account of itself.
Weather Jinx Still Present 
The .old weather jinx still seems 
to.be on the Grizzlies’' tra il.. Mon­
day, the first daj of .Coach Stewart’s  
personal tutorage, was (dftagreeable 
and discouraging to anything hut 
Montana fight. IneUgibUitjes, also 
offer a gloomy aspect, but a bright 
shaft of light broke^through.: the 
clo.ud. when it was found that Hill 
a man who was thought to be out 
of the running, is. Eligible for com 
petition, f tp ,.a n  athlete of no mean 
ability aft-ai sprinter, should1 give- 
some) of the boys a good race for 
their money. Although a sophomore 
and a trifle green In: college coinpe-' 
tition, he shows'promise.
Work on Track Delayed 
Work on the track has been de­
layed because of poor weather con­
ditions so‘that no real prophecy can 
be made that is based on time. How 
ever/’fi crew of rnen’ are already at 
work smoothing off the rough spots 
and filling in the holes, So that wjth 
the co-operation of the student body 
by staying off the track until it is 
thorough dried, Montana should 
have one oi the fastest outdoor 
tracks in the country.
Since the first meet for the Grizzly squad is the Quadrangular engage­
ment at Spokane, it is fortunate'that we are able to keep ,ta touch) with 
the members of some of the other squads. The Gonzaga squad will be 
built around Fred-Staunton, captain of the Bulldog cinder artists find a 
.brother to blck Staunton, Grizzly athlete, who is not in school this quar­
ter. Staunton ft being primed' for life Olympic tryout and will probably 
appear on the local track in June. He is supposed to be capable of doing 
under 49 in the 440-yard dash.
Other prospective point winners for the Gonzaga institution are Tom 
Stewart, letterman, and a consistent' performer in the mile; Zwainz, 
Pradolinj and Lenlia.i l. lettennen. all weight tossers.
A story is told about Dick’s brother when he was in the hospital at 
Spokane with an injured leg. While walking through the halls of the 
hospital, Staunton tackled an inmate, brought him down, an incidentally 
knocked him out. I t seems- th a t‘a man,became slightly unbalanced and 
.tried jtp escape. .Endeavoring to get by Staunton, who tackled him when 
-he perceived what was happening, , the man was knocked unconscious, in 
which condition lie was easily captured by the nurses. Incidentally we 
have never had such a case happen on the Montana campus, but -some 
day -it may, so it  is fortunate, thatjjve have some men on the campus 'tod' 
rye acquainted with the arts of tackling.
Baseball is being resumed'at Gonzaga this year, after a year’s vacation. 
Houston Stockton, former, football and baseball star at Gonzaga, will be 
the'coach.^ Montana has games scheduled with the Spokane school this 
season.
Dean Cromwell, .track coach a t the University of Southern California, 
has been appointed assistant coach of the 1928 American Olympic team- 
Cromwell’s .trfick .sqnfid will appear here during the Pacific COast con- 
ferende meet In June.
Captain Adorns Will Vie fo r U . . . .  
Cinder Honors. Holds 11- 
Record
“By their deeds ye shgll know 
them.”
Barkes Adams, entering his last 
year of college competition to all 
indications ' should leave an envi­
able record that will place him, 
among the immortals in' Montana’s 
hall of fame. i
I t was In 1924, fall quarter,^.that 
Barkes enrolled in - the University. 
His interest in the school was soon 
noticed and in his sophomore year, 
‘he ’was tapped Bear . Paw.’ His- 
sophomore year also marked! his 
first-year In track. From now 6n 
the story starts, for Adams and 
track are as Inseparable as the two 
famous peas in a pod.
Elate Record Holder 
Adams’ favorite race ft the 880, 
being the present holder of the 
stfite record in that event.. Barkes 
set the rime at 1 minute 59 1-5 sec­
onds during the Montena-W. S. C. 
meet at> Pullman last yefir.' The. 
record breaking feat was accom­
plished exactly one week after Ins 
team mate, Gillette, had established 
the record at 1 minute 59.4 seconds. 
I t  f t  seldom that one tees a record 
broken every week.
1 As a fitting reward for his 
achievements on the cinders Adams 
wfis elected • Captain of the 1??8 
I Varsity track team May^21  ̂.of last 
I year. . , ■ -
■ -F V a tiirP ®  t n  R |p e t  f t w iU this year'm ark-the climax 
V0  10r  Adajns’ college track career?; ?o
- , - - - -11 adnearances it will.- Barkes is
any new_ features, induding a ^ 1 J g g |  cqnduion and should 
s^refidjng -contest and »■ j f  Uti/ u:. a lofc ot dust before the sea- 
r te e n t,  havo been added to . • ovcl, w hat the results will 
Quarter Centennial Intcisuio dusl. settles cannot be
e rnonf m m  n Jn  ho holH Here r s  VsttBik . a . ■ _ __
Coach ""Euck ‘ Bailey, IV,S.C., called his diamond warriors out for drill 
last Monday. - He lias lost live veterans from last year's squad, three 
huger* .and patohers, hut Bailey expects to have just as strong a club 
m tlie field tins spring f t  his eastern division nine of last year.
The latest thing that looms on the. horizon of the sport world ft football 
via airplane. A Pacific Intercollegftte Press report states that an eastern 
game -for the' University of Cabfomi j  football team with the University 
of Pennsylvania looms probable for the 1929 season, with the receipt of 
an offer from an aircraft corporation to transport the Bears across the 
continent and back. By making .tlie trip in an airplane, the team would 
be traveling only seven days and the main drawback to the contest, that 
of loss'of two weeks’ work during)the middle of the semester, would be 
eliminated. .
Speedball, a combination of basketball and soccer, Is a new sport on 
the women’s athletic association list of Competitive sports at the Univer. 
sity of Cincinnati. This doesn’lj. Interest Montana particularly, since 
probably only fast women could qualify for the teams;
Lud” Grady, Kansas dash man, equalled the American indoor 50-yard 
dash record of 5.2 seconds at the Missouri Valley Indoor meet held at 
Des Moines recently. There is a chance on the .Montana campus for 
some indoor track artist to get his name on the honor roll by tying or 
breaking some indoor track ‘records during the ROTC indoor meet.
.Chesley Unruh, sensational miler of the University of Southern Cal­
ifornia, who ran the mile in 4:20;during his high school days, has been 
declared ineligible for the 1928 season.
Pacific coast teams are watohing. with interest the track meet between 
Stanford university and the University Of Southern California this Sat­
urday. The Trojans are supposedly weak in the field events but strong 
in track events. Jim ‘Stewart, their strong field man who is known as 
a one-man track team, has also been declared ineligible for this season.
Trophys for the “M” club tourna­
ment which will be held in the men' 
gymnasium' tonight have been re­
ceived and are on display at the 
Associated Students store. _
Medfils will be given to the win­
ners of first place in the’ heavy/ 
weight, fight heavyweight, middle­
weight, -.veltenvelght. lightweight 
and junior’lightweight divisions in 
boxing and to  those taking frist 
place in the heavy, middle, welter 
and lightweight .classes in’ wrestling. 
A medal will be given for first place 
in the fencing contest which Is a 
feature of the tournament;
A silver loving cup will be pre­
sented to, thie individual turning in 
the best performance for the’ eve­
ning, '
Ott Romney will leave Montana State college. Though he has been 
coaching an athletic enemy of the, Grizzlies, still he deserves a  great deal 
Of credit for the kind of teams that he has developed .at Montana State 
college, particularly in basketball. His last two teams have been confer­
ence champions and nationally-known organizations. .  >
Montana’s first.“M” club tourna­
ment was held April 25, 1923. There 
were four boxing -events and two 
wrestling matches on the program. 
The tournament that year was not 
to settle University .championships, 
but merely for entertainment.
Gil Porter was president of the 
club that year and Doc Tanner was 
secretary. Wallace Brennan, in- 
struefor, in boxing at that time, re­
fereed the boxing events and one 
wrestling match. Pay Clark of the 
Forestry school was the third man 
in ,the ring for the other wrestling 
match,
Held in Men’s Gym 
The men’s . gymnasium was the 
seen of battle, it  being the first 
year that the new gym was,in .use, 
The “M” club gathered pieces of 
old stands and nailed them together 
for bleachers. Rope was borrowed 
from town merchants for the ring 
and. Spilth hall bedding was, used 
for padding on the posts.
The tournament was a success 
both financially and in spirit. Some 
of Montana’s famous athletes were 
semi in action that night. Bill Kelly, 
then .attending Missoula high school,- 
gave a clever exhibition of boxing 
according to those who saw the 
fights.
Deeney Knocked Out Waifick 
Roger Deeney, now selling insur­
ance in Missoula, knocked out Kid 
Waifick of Port Missoula. The-fight 
was a fast slugging contest while it 
lasted, but only lasted till the sec­
ond round. Lloyd Madsen, who 
played end on the Montana foot 
ball team, jggp-.a, .4eftsiQn,,in-faun 
rounds frorn Nick Garcia of the 
Fort. Kelly fought Bill O’Neill, Mon­
tana baseball player.. This ;was a 
good fight but O’Neill was not a 
match for. Kelly. The next .year 
.“Wild Bill” won the University; 
heavyweight championship and held 
it all the time he was in school. ,
The wrestling matches did. po t 
.provide the.' thrills .that were, seen 
in toe boxing encounters. The Uni­
versity band fumishe'd music for 
the' occasion.
The “M” club has staged a tour-' 
nament every year since 1923. Be­
ginning with the tournament in 
1924, university championships have 
been decided at this time. In 1925, 
a fencing match was added to She; 
program and this feature has been; 
maintained. A cup is now awarded 
to the boxer who makes the best 
showing during the tourney and 
each champion is given a medal. 
Billy, Dugal won the cup in 1926 
and Prank Curtiss earned it last 
year.
Frank Curtiss, lightweight, and 
Kenneth Davis, middleweight, are 
the only men who won titles last 
year and are defending them this 
year.
U p l
ARNIE GILLETTE 
One hundred eighteen pounds of 
dynamite and steel, the very anti­
thesis of toe brawny stolid distance 
runner, Paavo Nurmi, who he emul 
ates, that’s Arnie Gillette.
It was this little human dynamo 
that set the coast on fire bfick in 
1926. It was this little iron man 
from Lewistown who accomplished 
the impossible. Within an hour he 
ran two races the mile and two 
mile and not only won them but 
set new conference records which 
still .stand. Gillette stepped the mile 
in 4 minutes 21.7 seconds and the 
two ipile in 9 minutes 30.4 seconds, 
Thsft? same year Gillette went 
bacl/to Chicago and gave the news­
paper boys something to write 
about for weeks thereafter. Bring­
ing a roaring grandstand to its feet 
with a sprint from eighth place, at 
the last 220 yards of the two mile 
run to first place at the tape, Gil­
lette made history. A short while 
la te r the same crowd was on ft’s 
feet> again screaming Gillette, and 
tlie small boy from Montana was 
again flashing down the cinders on 
a heartbreaking sprint to place 
Montana second in the mile run.
He is a well liked man and grill) he greatly missed at the State college. 
Besides being head coach he has also been director of Physical Education 
and assistant to the clean Of m en.. His place will be hard to fill
mmittee Adds
cjneet which.will be held here 
’ 9 to 12. Plans have already 
J made to include .a tennis 
‘nament in the 1929 meet, 
he girls’ rgfiding contest,  al- 
iy has-Ji entijes, assuring the 
tews of toe, contest.
Jveral entries In the golf tour-
111
ENTER 1 M  i l l
Several University students will 
fight' ip the Amateur boxing tourna­
ment, to be held in the. Loyola gym­
nasium, April 13. Bill - IDugal, a 
former student) Is promoting toe 
tournament.
1 Roy Fitzgibbon, of Helena, and 
peter Cerutti, of Ennis, hitve: filready 
entered and there is a possibility of 
Frank Curtiss of Galata, entering. 
Dean Jones of Missoula, a former 
student, is also entered. Fitzgibbon 
told,, but he seems to’be a„cinch I fought in the, eliminations 'ot'the
point winner in any meet on Mon 
tana’s schedule
“By their deeds ye shall know 
■them.”
the Little Theater tournament. This 
number shows the expansion in
Although Ott has recently been successful In gaining victories over , the 
Grizzles in basketball/ Coach Milburn’s ■ football warriors and Coach 
Stewart's tratksters have silenced the Bobcat squads in -these .two sports.
The State college gridiron wonder team received a setback from the 
University last fail when Coyle caught a pass in the last quarter to give 
the Tri-colbns a. 6-0 victory. Many) a Bqtte fan-will remember that game 
and also the previous year’s battle when the betting fans of Butte and 
the 'surrounding district donated a  nice sum to the University boosters 
when) Bill Kelly arid his crew tore, the Bobcat to pieces and annexed 27 
points to hone for the college.
Coach Stewart’s tracksters have always been too much for the Bobcats 
and have annexed victories easily. The University holds all but one of 
the state intercollegiate records, that being in the high jump.
Since golf is receiving some promise on the qympus it is well to know 
what a prominent baseball manager has to say about the game. He told 
some of his men that golf was a "hoof and mouth disease"—you hoof it 
all day and mouth It all night. .It is a good thing that some of the 
University golfers have classes or. thpy. would be in training for one of 
■Pyje’s sensational cross-country rubs.
Athletes who perspire day by day. to make winning teams for their alma 
maters sometimes find more than) .labor as the. rewards for their work. 
When "Leap week” was concluded fit toe University of Southern Califor­
nia recently it was found that Jack) Bruner, captain of the U.S.C. basket­
ball team that won the Pacific coast phampionship this season, led in 
popularity with the co-eds. I t wft the co-eds' job to get dates during 
“Leap week” and Bruner turned in a perfect score—six days, six dates. 
For this remarkable record with the fair sex, Bruner received a silver cup 
and th envy of yqung non-athietic collegians who came to realize that 
t'here must be something to this sport hero stuff.
M” club toutoement as a welter­
weight. Cerutti wil fight Curtiss in 
the;)“M” dub meet for the light­
weight title of toe school. Curtiss 
won this , title in the tournament 
last year Jones won toe bantam-" 
weight championship in last years
ETIQUETTE 
FOR GOLFERS
lent, t6 he held Thursday and numppz I touraey when he wks a freshman.! When turning in your scores be
k. have been recel "  I S S S S l «  to M  1 —  I I  H  ■ ■  | |  1 1  ̂  D° g  gftp mornings of k, have been rece -.H ^®  
inet.een schools Jjaye .entered] H e atoieuc events.
i both.sopho- sure that you can add. Do not for- 
1 mores .and Fitzgibbon f t  a Irosb. Jjlet any strokes. . ......
Call “Fore” before making any 
drives.
Do not plow up the turf. It's hard 
enough to keep it  planted without 
this.
Mildred Gulfidge, '30, is confined 
to § t, Patrick’s hospital with a cold.
Tonight’s Program
Boxing—Flyweights 
William Cote (107), Missoula, 
vs. Dude Stiemple (108), Missoula.
Wrestling—Lightweight 
Albert Griffith (130), Missoula, 
vs. Ryland Walford (132), Mis­
soula.
Boxing—Junior Lightweights 
John McCann (128), Gregt 
Falls, vs. Scoops Luke (128), 
Great Falls.
Wrestling—Welterweight 
Walter Donaldson (138), Ab- 
sarokee, vs. Ryland Walford 
(132), Mlssoula-
Boxing—Lightweights 
Peter Cerutti (134), Ennis, vs. 
Frank Curtiss ,(135), Gaiata.
Fencing
Clifford Fetters, B.utte, vs. 
Newton Chute, Fairmont, Minn.
Boxing—Welterweights 
Archie Grover (143), French- 
town, vs. Stephen Hanson (145), 
Missoula.
Wrestling—Middleweight 
Billy Burke (155), Lewistown,. 
vs. Harvey Baty (153), Brockway.
Boxing—Middleweight^
Joe Lynch (154), Missoula, vs. 
Kenneth Dayft (149), Missoula. 
Boxing—Light Heavyweights 
Bob Davis (1.62), Butte, vs. 
John Kamps (170), Froid.
Wrestling—Heavyweights 
.Alien Burke) (170). Lewistown, 
vs. Ludwig Policfi (161), Round­
up.
Boxing—Heavyweights 
Carl Walker (198), Boundary, 
Wash., vs. Russell Peterson (194), 
Miles City.
Manager Praises Enthusiasm 
' Shown by Yearlings at 
F i r s t  Workout
Enthusiasm, pep find a willing­
ness to work are the chief charac­
teristics of this year’s frqsh turn­
out,” said Weldon Warner, freshman 
track manager, in ah interview last 
night. “They should furnish some 
wonderful material t o  next year’s 
varsity squad.”
Although they have been out for 
toe past week, yesterday marked the 
.first day of real intensive work. 
Stiff' muscles and a willingness to 
get on the rubbing table seemed to 
be “the thing” in the dressing room 
after toe call to showers came.. 
However, it did not dim any of the 
enthusiasm shown before toe work­
out.
That the varsity has something to 
look forward to next year Is evident 
by the fact that two record breakers 
grace the frosh squad, “Soup” Ja­
cobson, hurdler deluxe who clips the 
low hurdles to toe tune of 26.5 sec­
onds, and Tom Moore, who hangs 
his, hat in  Phifipsburg and does the 
220 in 22.8 seconds. ‘
Other men out foz frosh track are 
Jim Brophy, Jasper DeDobbleer, A. 
Olson, M. Engeset, V. Lockridge, J. 
Mays, R. Parmenter, "Soup” Jacob­
son, Dickson, R. Fitzgibbon, W. Der­
ringer, Swansen, Olemow, .3. Davis, 
Jurdin, G. Lockwood, T. Moore, D. 
Roberts, Shultz, Gilson, Mathis, Phil 
Duncan, and Bill Davis.
Twenty-eight baseball men have 
drawn uniforms from Manager Sid-: 
Stewart and are going through their 
daily’paces on toe diamond, In prep­
aration for.the first practice games. 
EddieUbinske, regular shortstop last 
year, and a few more have not yet 
appeared because of spring football 
and other activities.
The first of the practice gardes 
will be. played Saturday, April"?, 
with a picked team from Fort Mis­
soula. The more promising, rookies 
will betgiven an opportunity to dis- . .. 
play their wares under fire in this - ‘ 
game.
, Pitching Staff in .Condition' ' 
Coach Milbum has ordered noth- ' 
ing but hitting practice to date !be- .• 
cause of bad weather. However, toe | 
pitchers are in good condition as ‘ 1 
toe result of early workouts and 
have been shqwing the batters 
plenty- of smoke. Curves are pro- 
hiftted until warmer weather.
Ten pitchers have enough confi­
dence in their ability to attem pt to . 
displace Captain Rafferty and Milt 
Brown, regulars of the 1927 squad: 
Chuckers ih uniform besides the two' 
yeteransare Elmer Dragstedt, Swede 
Wohl, Doe Brewer, Clarence Coyje, 
Dick Robinson, Jack Currie, George 
Tippett, Tom Sutherland and Bill 
Kelly. There are a number of port- , 
siders in this assortment, and Major - 
Milbum would welcome the develop­
ment of one of them into a depend-'/, 
able pitcher to send against the 
'eShena. | | p g  11 - -  - ;  «■y y-v*  “
Norman Drew Back 
Norman Drew, veteran backstop, 
has Waldo Ekegren arid Sid Stewart 
as understudies. Stewart, who has 
been appointed Varsity manager, is 
practicing daily in hopes of becom- j 
ing a reliable catcher.
Infield aspirants are almost as 
numerous as pitchers, there being 
eight rookies in uniform along with 
Gordon ; Rognlein, holdover first- 
baseman. These candidates are 
Leonard LeRoux, Carl Rankin, Ed 
Jost/Jim  Beck’, Lloyd Callison, Cliff 
Gribble arid Ralph- Krogh.
jimmy Morrow and Eddie Reeder, 
outfielders, have only Grant Elder- 
kin and Leo Kottas as competitors, 
although others will undoubtedly he 
after these jobs* later on.
.Captain Rafferty, Varsity twMer, 
asks that all freshmen baseball 
players report to him and work with 
tlie regular team. These men wifi 
be glveri chances to compete with 
and against toe varsity, thereby 
gaining needed experience.
IH FIELD EVENS
High Schools Express Approval, of 
Coaching Class; Grizzlies , 
Put on Exhibitions
LINE DROPS POSITION 
AS RETAIL DIRECTOR
Coach Harojd' Eaton, Butte Cen­
tral high school, and Coach Fat 
Sugrue, Anaconda high school have 
been added to the list attending 
Coach J. W. Stewart’s track coach­
ing school today and tomorrpy. 
This makes a  total of 10 coaches 
that are taking advantage of file 
opportunity offered by Coach Ste­
wart.
The instruction is being held to­
day and tomorrow, Coach Stewart 
giving instruction in all the events 
used in the Intorscholastlc meet and 
also in the running of relay events. 
The Grizzly track squad f t.pu t- 
ting on exhibitions for the visiting 
coaches, showing them the manner 
in starting, running, and finishing 
races and the way to handle fjeld 
equipment and the maneuvering) of 
the body for the field events. The 
school will be held today and to­
morrow. ,
Ten schools are represented here 
for the meeting while many others 
have-written Coach Stewart that 
they were pleased to hear that such 
a school was being held, but be­
cause of the short notice, it would
Dean R. C. Line, of the School of 
Business Administration, recently 
resigned' as a director of. the Na­
tional Retailers' association, with 
headquarters at St. Paul. There are 
seven directors of the organization, 
which was founded in 1924, and 
.which carries on a -good deal of 
educational work in this Reid.
Dean Line resigned because of his
present position as head of the']he unable for them ,to  make ar-
School of Business Administration, 
and because he is no longer actively 
retailing.
George Veach, a former student, 
has returned to toe campus from 
toe Orient.
rangements to attend this year.
The schools represented for this 
meeting are: Butte high school,
Butte Central high school, Anacon­
da high school, Granite County- 
high school, StevensvUje, Alftrtpn. 
Hamilton, Missoula and Loyola, g
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McLarnin, Pacific Coast Flash, Beal Fighter 
Who’ll Beat Carr’s Pole Vault Record?
j crave him in action every lew weeks.
One of baseball's heroes of other 
years is reported to be dying in a 
Denver hospital of the same illness 
that has taken other greats of baser 
ball. Hugh Bedient, who was a 
member of the famous Red Sox team 
of 1912 and 1913, is waging a fight 
in Colorado to rid himself of tuber­
culosis, said to have been contracted 
in the World war.
j Work on Course Progresses Slowly 
Because of Soft Condition 
of Ground
When Sabin Carr, Yale polo 
vaulter, soared to the dizzy heights 
of 14 feet last summer, track fans 
murmured that it would never be 
beaten. A few days ago, Carr went 
one inch better than that in an in-t 
door meet in New York. Now they 
say that will never be beaten. Two 
young men, it might be added, are 
confident that it will be beaten this 
summer. One is Carr himself and 
the other is Lee Barnes, of South­
ern California, Carr’s greatest rival 
as a pole vaulter in this country.
Roger Leonard and Tommy Root 
are the only apprentice riders who 
have made a very favorable impres­
sion on turfmen at New Orleans 
this winter. Leonard is leading all 
Jimmy McLarnin, who promises to I riders a t the track and Root, who 
light his way to the top of the light-1 left there for Havana when the
University men may now regis­
ter for golf, according to Doc Shrei- 
ber, chairman of the Physical Edu­
cation department. Those taking the 
course will play Tuesdays, Wednes­
days, and. Fridays on the Garden 
City course as soon as it is in shape. 
The date for the start of play will 
be announced later.
Owing to the soft condition of 
the ground, it is hot possible to 
put a truck on the course yet to 
haul material and equipment and 
consequently the work is progressing 
slowly. A man was put to work 
steady on the course today to con­
dition trie tees and do other small 
Jobs. Fences have all ready been 
repaired.
sistea 01 warming up exercises
OUTSIDE TRACK USED 
FOR FIRST TIME
High School Coaches Watch 
Methods of Grizzly Track 
and Field Drill, and Ex­
press Admiration.
TWO GROUPS WILL HOLD 
JOINT CONVENTION AT WSC
. weight division
BY PHILIP MARTIN
“whlplessrule” for novices first went, 
into effect, is going as good as Leon-1 
ard in these last few days of racing. |
JUST a few months ago, Pop h p  *4.1.1 4 *Foster thought a change of seen- W i m p a n y  A u l l e t l C
'■». I Officers Appointedc------- wbaby-faced Irish lad, Jimmy Mc- 
'Larnin, and suggested abandoning
Company athletic officers havetheir activities on the Pacific coast  
i where Jimmy had been taking ’em been appointed for the ROTC bat- | 
quite often, for the eastern warring talion. They are Company A, How- I 
grounds. ard Hill; Company B, Tom'Davis;
“Nothing doing,’’ said Jimmy. and Company C, Carl Ross
^“ ^ o u f S e r w i s *  but he th“
couldn’t persuade McLarnin to leave L  c° °PeJ^te with Harry Adams, 
Los Angeles. So he then suggested | “hector of intra-mural athletics, in 
’a pleasure trip in their automobile i arranging for • inter-company com- I 
•and McLarnin agreed. They started | petition. They will also have charge | 
out; with Chicago as their destina- of their respective company teams I 
tion; but McLarnin didn’t learn that The first event on the schedule is 
lintiLthey were nearly there the ihter-company trackmeet April
Upon arrival, Foster chatted a bit U ______  ,
with-Promoter Jim Mullen and from I ,' . . -company eventswill I
•'this came a match for McLarnin | - ,  f  baseball ,toumament and an j 
with Kid Kaplan. outdoor trackmeet.
i ‘Well, the rest is history.’'  The . Only one more entry has been)
• babe-faced one knocked Kaplan received for the all-university, swim- 
‘kicking; met Billy Wallace and ining meet to be held April 5 
.trimmed him in Detroit, and just a | and 6. This is open to all Univer- 
few nights ago rocked Sid Terris! eitv men anrf ._ _
ito sleep in the most sensational one I Harrv AH bf , g ven
round seen in New, York in many , , y Adams. There are 11 men
years. All of which; as we say at entered now- 
the tlub, is pretty good work for a
Pullman.—(IP)—Senior week end 
and the Women's Vocational confer- 
[ence, which have been held at the 
State College of Washington during 
previous years, will be combined and 
succeeded this year by the State 
Student High School convention.
| Each high school in the state has 
been invited to  send, representatives.
Th keynote of the convention is 
vocational guidance which helps the 
student toward a better understand­
ing of the possibilities for further 
training in higher institutions 9! 
learning.
Tearing up the cinders is routine 
work from now on for Varsity 
trackmen, according to Barkes 
Adams, captain of the 1928 track 
team.
Yesterday marked the first day 
on the track which has been too 
wet to allow any serious running. 
The weatherman tried his dgmdest 
to put a jinx on the Grizzly. When 
he finally saw the futility of his 
undertaking he took to sulking. But 
despite his threatening attitude the 
Montana speedsters took advantage 
of the break in the weather and 
went through their paces with a 
vigor that pointed to an optimistic 
future.
Former Athletes Watch Practice I 
Among the different fans noticed 
on the field were Harry (“Swede") 
Dahlberg, Pat Sugrue, and A rt' 
Neil, old time Grizzly athletes who 
are here to attend the coaching 
school put on by Coach Stewart. 
The workouts for the day con?
maxed by tests in the- different 
events. Sprint men were put 
through the various dashes and 
•runners did a few laps around the 
track in fast time. None of the 
men stepped the full distances in 
which they were entered. « Although 
teh times were not announced Coach 
Stewart seemed pleased with the re­
sults.
Men Reporting and Events 
The complete list of men out to 
make the team and the events en- 
I tered are as follows:
100 and 200 yard dashes—T. I 
Davis, K. Ekegren, H. Hill, Stev- 
lingson and Woodworth.
Hurdles—Thompson, Stevlingson, 
Rankin,, Priest, E, Haines,
440 yard dash—T. Davis, M, 
Haines, Garlington, Keyes and J. 
Wendt.
1 880 yard run—Adams, Tysel, Mc­
Carthy, Polich and Flightner.
Mile run—K. Davis, Curtis, Mc­
Carthy and Polich.
Two-mile run—Martin and Han­
son.
Shot put—Spencer, Perey and 
Graham.
Discus—Hannon, Shultz, Spencer, 
Perey and Graham.
Javelin—Bessey, Mario and Han­
son.
Pole vault — Miller, Burke and 
Janies.
Broad Jump—Miller, Huber and 
Woodworth.
High Jump—Perey, Thompson, 
Graham, Miller and T. Davis.
sprint relay team—Hill, T. Davis, 
Woodworth, Stevlingson and K. 
Ekegren.
Distance relay team—K. Davis,
tional honorary advertising frater
Medley relay team—Adams, T..|n!ty..
Davis, Garlington, M . Haines, J. | ! .. — ------------- -—-— ■ •
Wendt and Keyes. EASTERN COLLEGES PLAN
New men out are: H. Miller, S ,| WORK LEAGUE OF NATIONS 
Wertz, Peterson, Scott, Larsen and
Gallagher.
TOURNAMENT  
FEATURE IS 
GOLF M ATCH
Northampton, Mass?— (IP) —a 
plan for holding a model session of 
(■the League of Nations, a t which the 
delegates of the various countries 
of that body would be represented
of the- various colleges in
land, has been formulat 
presentatlves from Amhei 
chusetts Agricultural colli 
Holyoke, Smith and Spr
Members of Alpha ( 
honorary journalistic fra 
women edited a Leap Y< 
of the Rocky Mountain 
at Colorado Agricultural i
An'lnterestlng angle to the Coast 
Conference meet in June will be the 
annual golf tournament between the 
coaches and graduate managers of 
I all the institutions. This will be 
I held at the new Country Club on 
Thursday, May 31. There will be 
about 18 contestants in the match,
| and according to information re­
ceived from Coach Stewart the 
tournament always proves interest­
ing.
There will also be a banquet held 
during the meet hi honor of coaches,! 
faculty representatives, graduate 
managers; newspapermen and other! 
notables that will be here during: 
the meet. President Clapp will actj 
as toastmaster for the banquet. •
CLUB WILL ADVERTISE
DOINGS ON WSC CAMPUS
Washington State College, Pull­
man.—(IP)—A college advertising 
club for the purpose of sponsoring 
and advertising campus organiza­
tions as the Associated Students and 
various clubs, is being formed a t W. i
"where savings are greatest ”
123-125-127-129 East Main St. Missoula,
New Silk Frocli
In Last Minute Modes and 
Refreshing Colors
“Just what I  have wanted” is what you will say when j 
these new spring models. So many beautiful dresses to 
from—you will thrill with delight.
$14.75 to $24.75
ci o.  • , -------'—  --------------
•young man who thought he wasn’t P rize s W i l l  R p  f i i v p n  
‘ready for the best of ’em. ; °  VCH
• _  „ m Golf Tournament
. When the little Irishman, he was I ________
.bom in the ould country, put thej Morris McCollum has announced• J ^  , 1 mcv>ouu  nas announcedgalloping Terris on his nose and out the nrive? fnr th» n „, 
at Madison Square Garden the other f ’ 01 ‘ n u  ,lt- handi-
night; he put himself in  line to  be- ? 1 g0 ^ “mament to be held this 
come the greatest drawing dfcrd o f p uarter* are ^  follows: First 
this age and incidentally the world’s I ? lace* a ,golf bag; second place, a 
lightweight champion. 1 golf club; and two golf balls for
At any rate, McLarnin Is sure to -third place.
.draw Champion Sammy Mandell Harry Adams, has received sev-J
w e e .  a S  the next few eral banners to be awarded to win-months and there are many who! ner? m *
. I doubt not the least little bit that he I " . “ tra-mural sports. They
Tailor Made
Clothes
“  vnrr  ■
Northway and Chiles
at
MONTANA
Popular Dancers atThe Biltmore, 
Protect Their Wind with Luckies
will take the championship" when! ar® “ ? de of copper-colored cloth 
• • with silver lettering. Three of the'they meet. i «***%?* itiuciui m r i n
: McLarnin, however, will have no 1 (mrniers have already been award- 
seasy time with Mandell. While the jed, one for ROTC inter-company 
.latter has not defended his title basketball going to Company B 
against clever members of his di- that for inter-company riflerv to’
•ditiori by fighting some of the push-! , Administration received
overs ever so often. ] • e awar°  '*or mfcer-cdllege basket-
t  But McLarnin will prove a draw- bali* The other banners that Adams 
tng card in a division that long has | -has are for inter-company indoor 
lacked color. He is a puncher and | frack meet, outdoor track meet 
^he boys like that. He, is an Irish- baseball and inter-college baseball
man and this. fact will make him _____ : ‘
popular m a division where the! UCLA art students will exhibit
and that baby-face.of his radiates I ^  a t Prague 
personality,
A large number of Montana University 
Men are wearing our Made-to-Measure 
> Clothes. They differ from the ordinary 
tailored lines, of the past in that they are 
designed exclusively for a new generation 
based upon correct style and superior fittin" 
qualities. *
$35.00 and $37.50
You have seen our suite on the campus 
but we want to show you the many new 
spring fabrics and £he styles you have to 
select from at the above prices.
"W e both smoke Lucky Strikes. There's a  flavor w e can't 
resist in the toasted tobaccos. A nd there's another reason 
we must confess. Dancing is a  strenuous profession and we 
H/atch our physical condition as zealously as does a  long» 
distance runner. In order to be sure that our wind is edways 
in perfect shape we use only Luckies—the cigarette which 
doesn't cut the wind." n
i  /
Individuality
Only, one suit will be sold from each pat­
tern, meaning that you can have a suit 
made to your own satisfaction and rest as­
sured that you will have the only one like 
it on this campus.
The Sport Shop
A Man’s Place 
with
’Dashery That’s Different
. — ;----- -----------—■—
-Perhaps, t h e  next lightweight I _ Students at the University of 
champion of the world won’t  be M e-!Denver are examining and discuss-
Larnin fin* T-m - __a.,., iner f.Hp hrmor x___
U* wic una  De C- -------  v?««*4*****i*e  u u CU5CUSS
Larnin, but he surely is one of the I ing the honor system" One honorary 
best drawing cards that has come fraternity, Phi Beta Sigma, is giving 
mnnfh. hdrizon in many the honor system a. thorough in­
mouths. Enough to make the boys I vestigatlon.
Hot Dogs-'Hamburger~Beer
at the
MISSOULA CLUB
GRAB BAG SALE
FRIDAY AFTERNOON 
From
3 to 5 P. M.
200 Packages
Values From 
- * 25c to $7.50
An early selection is always the best
ASSOCIATED STUDENT STORE
On the Campus It’s toasted
TheCreamofthi 
Tobacco Croj
“T h e fact th a t w  
have b o u g h t t b  
‘CREAM O F TH1 
CROP* for Luck1 
Strike Cigarettes ha  
caused m any gooc 
judges o f  leaf tobacct 
to chooseLUCKIES 
as t h e ir  fa v o r ite  
cigarette.’*
No Throat Irritation- No Cough *
©1928, The American Tobacco Co., Inc. ■<df ®
Tobacco Buyer
lay-March 30, 1928. T H E
■VIEWS OF RECENT BOOKS
Bf and the Book.” 
crt Browning,
Hampden Edition.
Y, Crowell Co., N. Y. 
t Browning was exceedlng- 
of detective stories. One
they remain in themselves interest-, with this realization in mind that 
ing reading. The fights waged by Henry Beecher was striving, 
gangsters behind barricades in New Shirley Beecher, Henry’s wife, was 
York streets. Jay Gould going $1,- 
000,000 bail for Tweed; Tilden pull­
ing strings that spelled Tweed’f t ti  -  “ - -  rr r.—
nnet visited the Piazzo di ™in' draft riots of the Civil war
1*" . . .  * _ it__dftVS And t.V»P Ttupri rino ovoradno aenzo bookstall. As he thumb 
nany volumes, he unearthed 
jr  tale, called “The Yellow 
3e purchased the book, 
this sordid, monotonous tale,
days and the Twed ring averaging a 
steal of $1,000,000 a month put 
thrillers and color in the mid-Vic­
torian background.
t is s roiQ, uuuvuiiu * w*e. The “Cherry Hill Gang § ■
._ iftpie police-record style, Tweed led as a boy was soon sur 
“ creat'-d a poem with so Planted by the "Big Six,” a new 
frietv with so many points engine company of the Volunteer 
fhat it seems to be the com-1 Fire department. This was his first 
“ r of a score of poets. 1 step in politics. At this time William 
had a definite plan for M. Tweed was called “Big Bill.” 
T  and his plan made neces- Later the name “Boss” was given 
curbing of the drama. Each him. The title “Boss” was not be- 
-  • stowed on Tweed as a symbol of
affection but as reward of merit.
Tweed took his position by a sort 
of natural selection or fitness for 
the times. He was dependent on 
his surroundings and after reading 
the book there is a feeling that he 
was a natural step in the develop­
ment of our political life and in the 
experiment of democracy. The 
"Boss” was a result of a system and 
Is the center of the American era.
B. C.
}I in that plot, Browning 
, had a particular world of 
Je all his own, caused by in- 
e knowledge. This, of course, 
ssarily true to everyone. 
!g’s plan was to  give the 
t view of each character in 
v. “Whorl by whorl until his 
s bare in relation to its im- 
. environment and in rela- 
its ultimate reckoning with 
jrowning included everyone: 
uiderer, his murdered wife, 
.rdered parents, her alleged 
ie half-Rome that sided with 
irderer and the other half 
led with the murdered, the 
who proved the murderer 
ind the Pope who made the 
dgment. When he had fln- 
rowning had no doubt ruined 
tragedy-drama, but he had 
a colossal work.
Joseph.
ene S. Bagger, 
u $5.00.
ds Joseph, Emperor of Aus- 
ng of Hungary, the supreme 
rer five nations, devoted in- 
tudy to the spacing .of but-
a perfect helpmate. She consoled 
and sympathized with Henry when 
his ambitions and dreams were not 
realized, and she did not force him 
to higher things. She loved him as 
he was and was content.
Mary, Henry’s sister, a self-sacri­
ficing woman with a life full of dls- 
which appointments, was ever pushing 
Henry on. Mary is one of the most 
appealing characters in the book, 
always demanding the reader’s love 
and sympathy.
Life never held a bigger disap­
pointment for Henry Beecher than 
when he was given charge of a de­
partment that was reserved, out of 
respect, for worn-ogt, faithful em­
ployes. He felt that his dreams were 
over, “Youth sees visions of the 
future and old people dream dreams 
of the past." But the reader finds 
that this is not so, because at the 
close of the book Henry is more 
engrossed in a book which might 
portray in a big way his efforts 
and ideals.
E. T.
natural and not the actions of a 
“super-man.”
The most outstanding ' fault of 
such a biography is the emphasis of 
lesser events and neglect of the more 
important. This of course is due to 
the activities of the author of such 
letters. Naturally a man engaged 
in lesser affairs will have more time 
to write about his activities than 
he would have while fighting for 
his country's independence or while 
organizing the government, of that 
nation. The book does give the 
reader an intimate story of Wash­
ington and his connection with the 
affairs of the United States dur­
ing its early history.
J. B.
Talleyrand.
By Anna Bowman Dodd.
Pntnam. $5.00.
The life of Charles Maurice de 
Talleyrand is one of .those queer 
series of circumstances that make 
history read like rich fiction. I t  was 
in a story telling mood that Anna 
Bowman Dodd wrote the life of 
Talleyrand, a large volume full of 
the loves, adventures, travels, vic­
tories and defeats of a great man.
The language is at time a little 
too near the fairy tale, I t is too 
feminine for the biography of such 
a gambler and immoral person. But 
the author must be given credit for 
having discovered the key to suc­
cessful biographies. She keeps Tal­
leyrand’s boresome .diplomatic af? 
fairs out of the way, barely men-
who sought his country’s interest as 
well as his own, a man whose great j 
name was his only pride, a power 
.which made him the spotless cour­
tier under eight forms of govern­
ment, a man who was never satis­
fied. He admitted that glory, to be 
on the pedestal of fame, was his 
aim.
I Anna Bowman Dodd stresses two 
points in Talleyrand’s life. She deals 
perhaps too lengthy with Talley­
rand's love of pleasure, his many 
mistresses, his son. The author ac­
cuses him of being a hypocrite, and 
shamelessly corrupt, but she asks 
us to forgive him.
The other question is well de­
fended by the author and, now that 
the prince is no more, it is only the 
right thing to say—Talleyrand saved 
Europe and France, he was not a 
traitor to Napoleon, n o r . was 
Napoleon altogether just to his min­
ister of foreign affairs.
G. L.
NOTICES
ning at 7:30 o’clock in the Natural 
Science hall.
DAVID MACLAY, President.
Washington Speaks for Himself 
By Lucretia Perry Osborn.
Scribners. $3.50.
George Washington is portrayed
as a man and not as a national j tloning them instead she enumer- 
hero. We have the Father of our ^  the details of hIs social activi- 
Country speaking, for himself be- tids Hls experlence with America 
fore and after he has risen to fame.: M a new republic during the years 
“Washington Speaks for Himself,” I 17g4 to; 1802 forms an interesting 
| by Lucretia Perry Osborn, contains bH o{ educatiye research.
The author pictures Talleyrand
Bob Davis Recalls: Sixty True
Stories of Love, Laughter and Tears.
D. Appleton & Co., New York.
Full of humor of both word and 
situation, or sad with the pathos of 
true life, concise, and full of 
“punch,” Bob Davis’ stories are for 
the most part enjoyable. They are j hit 0f v , 
stories of the commonplace that what the author considers the most | -Tjle autbor pictures Tall 
show the humor, pathos, bravery revealing of Washington’s letter^ ' ...................
___ , I_______ , . 1  111. .. ,  »  A I nt... ---- 1-----K h . Inf .
’ Joe Barnes, ’31, has been con­
fined to St. Patrick’s ^hospital for 
the past week with rheumatism. He 
will have his tonsils removed be­
fore returning to the Phi Sigma 
Kappa house.
: Ellen Ovens has returned from 
her home in Baker where she spent 
last week.
Will the students placing orders 
for foreign language New Testa­
ments please come to my office and 
get them?
W. L. YOUNG.
LOST—An Alpha Chi Omega pin 
between the Alpha Chi Omega house 
and Corbin hall. Anyone finding 
this pin call Martha Dunlap at 3750.
There will be a special Sigma 
Delta Chi meeting at the Journalism 
shack Sunday at 3 o’clock. All mem­
bers and pledges be present for ini­
tiation and election, of officers.
JAKE MILLER, President.
Meeting
The publication board will meet 
in the Sentinel office Friday after­
noon at 3 o’clock. Important Sen­
tinel and Kaimin plans to be dis­
cussed.
JAKE MILLER, President.
Meeting of English club, Library 
305, Sunday afternoon at 3 o’clock. 
Miss Lucia Mirrielees will speak on 
“The Renaissance in English Lit­
erature.”
| Phi Sigma will meet Tuesday eve-
TO RAISE MILLION 
Topeka, Kans.—(IP)—Plans to 
raise one million dollars for an en­
dowment in a nation-wide drive, 
have been announced by Ashbum 
college officials.
Toronto, Ont.—(IP)—A brief quar­
antine is being enjoyed by students 
at Knox college of the University 
of Toronto, because of a small-pox 
scare. All students not previously 
vaccinated have been subjected to 
the perventative.
There is a place for you 
Ini the Dental Profession 
Never before have there been 
such excellent opportunities for 
men qualified as dentists and 
dental specialists—a profession 
offering a broad field.
This school gives thorough, 
well-balanced c o u r s e s  in all 
branches of dentistry. All mod­
em equipment for practical work 
under men high in the profession.
Write for details and admis­
sion requirements to Leroy M. S. 
Miner, Dean.
Harvard University Dental School 
Longwood Ave., Boston, Mass.
and humanity of “just people.” A plus explanatory notes. The let- 
gre t  deal of variety is found in ters are interesting and, combined
with the notes, give a short his 
tory' of the times as well as of 
George Washington.
The first letters tell of his life 
sur-
an unrivalled statesman, a patriot
their subject-matter for they deal 
with everything from Teddy Roose­
velt’s favorite story and Commander
Byrd’s reflections on the top of the — ------------ ---—
io ifj _—  world to stories of boys’ adventures in the wilderness, first
s on officers’ tunics, but and of gold rushes. The episode of veyor and later as a soldier, of his 
id file new breechloading the elephant gun and the sixty return to civilization where he lives] 
rifle whteh defeated his pound watermellon and the stories for years as the proprietor of an 
KOeneggraety. Instead of of Hy Downs are the most effec- estate. The War of Independence! 
ment, Francis' Joseph built I tive and will dwell in the mind and his political life are told of frotr 
llaborate system of “red I 0f the reader. ' the viewpoint of an active partici-
his not only gave rise to Bob Davis is like Stephen Crane pant rather than from that of a 
se hatred and contempt of in his choice of adjective and sub- historian who might be writing in 
- 1 j eofc. The two men have an instinct later years.
for the word that will place the During the time he was fighting 
situation before the reader with the the French under Braddock he often 
abruptness of a distinct shock and speaks of them as treacherous *
jects, but facilitated the 
n of plots and intrigues 
•e planned by the Emperor’s 
s and officials, 
ghout hls long reign, Fran- 
ph was the prey of crafty 
nong these were Mettemich, 
ssessed uncanny foresight 
light into the malice and 
men and who flattered the 
ir into ruling as he dictated, 
i’elix Schwargenberg, an ac­
red swindler, succeeded in 
i the kiKsr o t  Trasstarto his ■ 
Later in- Prancis- Joseph’s 
me the jovial, cheating Celt, 
’aaffe, who governed Austria 
rteen years by dishonesty. 
Berchtold, by forging and 
nd with the secret aid of 
Wilhelm contrived to have 
ilared on the Serbs, which 
resulted in the World war. 
is Joseph increased the dis- 
tion and hatred of his 
by creating an extensive spy 
Nobody was safe and exe- 
after execution took place 
ttle or no evidence of guilt, 
iperor feared that his brother 
ke Maximilian had designs 
sfhrone. Accordingly, he had 
lian lured to Mexico, where 
his death by a firing squad 
jueretaro. The Emperor even 
to allow his son and heir 
hrone, Prince Rudolf, a place 
[ovemment. Even to this day 
ith is not known about the 
ions death of the Crown 
at Mayerling.
author has convincingly de- 
the character of Francis 
throughout the book, his 
|  and egotism, disguised but | 
iced by sense of duty “to him- 
anyone else. The book is 
dramatic intensity, each 
leading to the inevitable 
of desolution and ruin.
consequently are refreshing and in­
vigorating to read.
M. C.
“Splendor.”
By Ben Ames Williams.
E. F. Dutton.
“Splendor” by Ben Ames] Wil­
liams. is a chronicle of a man’s life, 
revealing his sorrows and his plea­
sures, th e  story deals, with com­
mon people and common things sur­
rounding the life of Henry Beecher, 
a character who demands the re­
spect of the reader for his integrity 
and likeable qualities. He is a man 
whose ambitions and whose chances 
for success were always thwarted 
by his lack of initiative and fear 
to plunge ahead.
Every predominate in the story 
is. the'growth and broadening of the 
man mentally and spiritually. The 
author speaks of Henry Beecher’s 
life as widening and expanding and 
groping'for a goal just out of reach. 
Henry Beecher’s work, as a news­
paperman, progressed from errand 
boy to reporter for the state house, 
and with each step of advancement 
his knowlege broadened. The author 
brings out the fact that newspaper 
work is an inspiration and ah open 
field that is big and magnificent. 
There is no end to the possibilities 
of achievement through war and 
understanding of what a news­
paper position holds in store. I t was
, few years later, when aided by 
them, they are gentlemen. He tells 
of his purchase of thousands of 
acres of land for as little as two 
cents per acre. All very human and
Typewritten
work looks so much better 
and can be done with less 
effort and in less time.
SPECIAL BATES TO 
* STUDENTS
All makes of Portables and 
Standard Machines sold on 
EASY TEEMS
Lister
Typewriter Service
112 E. Cedar Phone 2457
SHOES
b o s k y
300 Pairs v 
Hosiery
300 pairs—Pure Thread 
Silk, semi-full fashioned, 
pointed heel, run-stop 
hosiery in new colors of 
A l o n i  a,  Champagne, 
Misty Moon, Pearl-blush, 
NUde, Grin Metal.
$1.00
EASTER CARDS
A large assortment of sizes and 
patterns. Also crepe decorations 
and party goods such as tallies, 
place cards and favors.
See our window display. .
THE OFFICE SUPPLY CO.
T. Lynch.
try of “Boss” Tweed, sub- 
.e Story of a Grim Genera- 
Denis T. Lynch, deals more 
era than with the man. 
lorn is a personal glimpse 
n himself given. Mr. Lynch 
at great length, including 
is of Gould, Greeley, Fer- 
ood, and Tilden. Some of 
ring of the poor in New 
old and the callous indif- 
aown to little children. He 
a review of the kind of 
ments which newspapers 
;t this time and the effort 
ter papers to combat them. 
:tacts of the fearless editor- 
Greeley are printed here 
political ambitions are alr- 
i "stump" speech days of 
favoritism of' Tammany, 
ig campaigns, and ballot-1 
fing are referred to. The 
i great value in its mass of | 
Which is interesting even 
,t is not easy reading, 
the digressions detract from 
tnitude the central figure, |
oula Cleaners ■a
and Dyers B
’ Clean and Dye a
verything from „
A to Z
outli Higgins Ave. 
Phone 8463 "
STUDENT TOURS
Here is an opportunity to 
travel during vacation 
period and take advantage 
of special rates offered for 
students.
For further information 
write Miss Helen Mclntire, 
special agent for the Inter­
collegiate Travel Bureau, 
620 N. Warren St., Helena, 
Montana.
INTERCOLLEGIATE 
TRAVEL BUREAU
620 N. Warren St. 
Helena, Mont.
‘If You Want the Best”
Florence Hotel 
Missoula
There are many reasons 
why your parties and 
banquets will be more 
successful if held at the 
Florence. The courteous 
service and exclusive­
ness adds greatly to your 
functions. We will* be 
glad to help you in any 
way. Just ask us and 
we will be pleased to tell 
you.
J R. B. MacNAB
Always The 
Same’’ sayt 
Pipe-Smoker
Charleston, ,S, C 
February 10; 192̂
Larus & Bro. Co.,
Richmond, Va.
Gentlemen:, ; . '  i i i 
I've done a lot of pipe smoking 
There's hardly a brand or a blend that 
I haven't tried out-at some time ;co 
other.
But speaking of smoking tobacet 
that brings real enjoyment, and neve: 
changes, I  want’to say that there i: 
just one tobacco that gives me rea 
enjoyment ip. my. pipe—.Edgeworth 
I have used 'Edgeworth' Read} 
Rubbed and Plug Slice for over fivi 
years, in all climates and under al 
conditions, and I find it always the 
same. I t  is always mellow and moist 
and its genuine flavor lasts. There if 
no bite or parch in Edgeworth, and the 
quality, whether you buy it in small 
or large quantities, is always perfect.
Thanks to the manufacturers foi 
their wonderful product, and I  hope 
that Edgeworth can always be obtain­
able by the undersigned. •
Guy B. Beatty '
■ • -
g e w o r tb
Extra High Grade
Smoking Tobacco
Visit Donohue’s Bargain Basement 
Shoe Department. You will find 
charming pumps, straps and ties in 
the new light shades in both suedes 
, and kids, as well as in the ever^pop- 
ular black patent and satin—high or 
military heels.
Tomorrow—over 250 pairs at
Our
Satisfactory Work
in the line of carefully repairing 
shoes gladdens every customer,j, of 
both sexes. The ladies, particularly, 
are pleased with the artistic neat­
ness and finish of our repairs, leav­
ing their shoes soft, smooth and 
comfortable within, and externally, 
nothing to indicate they are qld 
shoes at alii
.Ely Shoe Hospital f
136 EAST CEDAR STREET 
By the Post Office
Western Montana 
Bank
$4.98
MONEY!
It Buys More at the
High School Candy Shop
If you desire the smartest, best quality 
for price, ask' to see our exclusive 
models selling for— ($1.00 to $2.00 less 
thftn at higher priced shops)
$5.95 $7.65
$8.85
D. J. Donohue Co.
Master Cleaner & Dyer
We insure against loss by fire 
WE CLEAN EVERYTHING !
5-Hour Service Phone 2186
For
BEST SHOE REPAIRING
See
The Leading Shoe Shop
514 SOUTH HIGGINS .......
J. A. Lacasse
Country Club Pavilion for rent 
any night except Saturday night. 
Phone J. J. Anderson, 3995, or 
call at the Anderson Transfer 
Company, 109 So. Third.
Starting
Sunday
BLUEBIRD Admission10-25-35c
Their newest picture, first tii\es shown
TEX RICKARD’S ELIMINATION CONTESTS 
PRODUCED A BUNCH OF DUDS
BUT
The 1928 M Club Tournament
ELIMINATION CONTESTS PRODUCED 
REAL CONTENDERS
See Them! Root for Them! Cheer Them!
In the Best Card Offered in Years 
21 Rounds—BOXING—21 Rounds 
4 Bouts—WRESTLING—4 Bouts 
Extraordinay—FENCING MATCH—Extraordinary
March 30 8:30 Sharp
—Inithe—
Mens Gymnasium
GENERAL ADMISSION 75c RINGSIDE $1.00
Special Reserved Seats for All University Women
Eyes Examined
GLASSES FITTED 
Lenses Duplicated 
No Delays
Borg Jewelry & Jewelry 
Company
A Different Eating Place
Coffee Parlor Cafe
Ice Croam and Refreshing 
Drinks
Missoula Laundry Company
.The Quality Launderers. 
111-117 East Spruce Street 
Phone 2311
OLD COLLEGE CHUMS 
Meet at
THE BLUE PARROT ; 
“Speaks for itself”
FOR YOUR PARTY * 
Try Our
Blue Bird 
Fruit Punch
Bowl and Glasses 
Loaned
MAJESTIC CANDY 
AND
BEVERAGE CO. 
Phone 3352 
Distributor Hoffman’s 
Chocolates
T H E  MO NT ANA K A I Iff IK Friday, March 30.
Swan Song
Flaming: C.ollitch Youths 
Follow l)ud
FOOTBALL MEN I I
J  S H I
Hyland and Adela St. Johns 
to Act as Hosts for 
Cruise
Starting a collegiate crusade 
against the public's concept of col­
lege life as a gin-drinking, dissi­
pated youth on a necking party with 
a flaming come hither type of wom­
an knpwn as a co-ed, the Western 
Association of College Comics, in 
annual convention a t the University 
of Washington this week intends to 
awaken the public to the fact that 
college people are neither terribly 
bad npr terribly good, but just 
human.
Leading Publications Represented 
The swan song of the red hot 
mamma and the sweet daddy is 
being sung by an association that 
includes the editors and business 
managers of all comic magazines 
west of the Rockies, among whqm 
are representatives of the Cali­
fornia Pelican, Stanford Chapparal, 
U. S. C. Wampus, Nevada Desert 
Wolf, Oregon Owl
Milburn Sends Future Varsity Men 
Into Action Despite Bad 
Weather
A Calamity
o, it’s Only That Mike 
Thomas Is an—?
Competing with the inherent 
Montana March weather of flurries 
of snow, rain and wind, the Mon­
tana Grizzly football .squad, under 
the direction of Coach Milburn, is 
working out every afternoon on 
Dornbiazer field.
After a week of drilling the squad 
in the rudiments of football, Coach 
Milburn is now getting his proteges I step ever so little, 
into action. Since most of the var- tlnued calling the reporter and so, 
slty men are out either for track or believing that something urgent 
baseball the squad is confined al- v̂as in  the wind he turned around, 
most entirely to freshmen. To this a  man was coming toward him. 
group two new men have drawn u  was none other than the dignl- 
suits, Leonard LeRoux, a Butte | fled presldent of the ASUM, Mike 
Thomas.
“Walt a minute,” said Mike, as
Tuesday afternoon a KAIMIN re­
porter was wandering aimlessly 
around the oval after his work was 
finished. The sun was shining 
through the clouds in one of its 
periodic five-minute periods and 
everything was conducive to a 
happy frame of mind.. The re­
porter was pondering on all this 
and thanking his lucky stars that 
there would not be another Kaimin 
for several days, when suddenly he 
was hailed from the other side of 
the campus. The reporter kept 
walking, in fact he hurried Ills 
The voice con-
Adella Rogers St. Johns, Holly­
wood biographer, who has been 
writing intimate stories about the 
movie stars'in Hollywood for the 
past five years, newspaper reporter,
product, and “Scoop” Luke, who 
Washington j attended the University of Wash- 
State College Cougar's Paw, and I ington the Fall quarter. Scoop is 
the University of Washington sman and light but is showing a lot 
Columns. of scrapping ability.
In starting their campaign the According to Coach Milburn, prac- 
delegates have voted not to renew LfCe wni continue for another three 
contracts for reprint right which! weei[s. with most of the timf taken 
each magazine has with the na- Lp in fundamentals, although a few 
tionally known magazine College minutes each night will be devoted 
Humor, on the grounds that Col- to scrimmage.
lege Humor was reprinted for pub- __ ____ __________ _________________
lie consumption only such jokes as PR E-LEG -A L .-STUDENTS I i»/r Au O • 4. m  1 
cpuld be given a risque twist, or SH O W  H A R E  ACUM EN A M tH  o O C ie t y  l f t k e S
would picture college life as a series ________
of gin-drinking and necking parties.]
Condemn College Movies
(Continued from Page I)
at the University of Montana are 
not favored by the representatives, 
but must order their suits from lo­
cal merchants.
In examining the age of the ward­
robes of the students of the Unl- 
versity it was found that none now 
own suits purchased prior to 1924 
and that 71.4 per cept of the suits 
owned by the Montana students 
were purchased during the school 
year of 1926-27. I t  was also brought 
out that students buy more suits 
than any other school in the North­
west. University of Montana stu­
dents, for instance, buy a  new suit 
every 5.9 months in comparison with 
an average of 6.4 months for the 
Middle West.
he caught up with the reporter, 
and then cofitinued, between ex­
plosive puffs. “I have a story for 
you. I’m an uncle.”
"Yep," Mike continued, "you see 
it was this way: My brother Ray, 
-ex-’16, had a son born on March 
26 in Bethune, Germany. You fix 
a story up on it.”
NUMEROUS STUDENTS 
IN TEACHING COURSE
Eight New Members
New members were taken in at 
the meeting of Phi Mu Epsilon, 
national mathematics fraternity 
Wednesday evening a t 7:45 o'clock 
| in Craig hall. Muriel Ralph, Robert 
Gurthie, Clifton Kinney, Fred 
Walker, Dorr Skeels, Burr Lennes, 
Marian Johns, Clara Zelenka, Ruth 
Lelb, Frank Griffith, and Edna 
Kuhl are the new members.
_  __ __________ _____  ___ __  Pnl Mu Epsilon wilt-hold its an-
Leland Stanford university and All-1 college humor jokes that appear in I number of grade points per woman I nual banquet Saturday evening at 
American halfback, will be host, a i string of syndicated papers and man for ,the winter quarter ® o'olock in the YWCA,dinner hall.
Hie last few years he has turned to throughout the country. that has just ended is not yet ---------:-----------------
writing and some of his'articles have Considerable revenue is obtained known, but it is thought it  will be PILGRIM CLUB MEMBERS 
been widely commented upon. These from the contracts terminated, dele- about the same as that of '27. HOLD PARTY AT CHURCH
Thirty-four pre-legal students, 
all of whom arc of freshman or 
A resolution was also passed con- sophomore standing, have an aver- 
demning college movies as a blat- agc of 22 grade points for the quar-
^ t ^  _____  ant misrepresentation of genuine ter just ended. The scholarship
magazine writer and author of a I college life. Delegates of California index for the group is 1,37. Six of 
half dozen novels, is going to act as schools, on whose campus’ the ma- the 34 are on the honor roll, 
hostess for the College Humor tour I iority of these pictures have been “This is a high average,” said 
to Europe. She knows all about the taken, were particularly vehement Prof. W. R. Ames, adviser of pre­
stars both off and on the screen, and | against those college movies which legal students. The average num- 
she can be persuaded to tell some picture the "sporty” side of college her of grade points per woman for 
tremendously interesting stories. life. The college editors also ton- the winter quarter of '27 was 21; 
pick Hyland, football idol from- demned the serial rights of alleged per man was 18. The average
A list of 36 cadet teachers has 
now been given out by the Educa­
tion department. Of the 36, eight 
are men and 28 women.
In  order to , obtain a teacher's 
certificate students must take six 
courses glten by the Education de­
partment atnong which is tlie cadet 
teacher’s course. This particular 
course, the purpose of which is to 
give the cadet actual experience in 
teaching, requires the student to 
conduct a class for two hours daily. 
Cadet teaching is done in the var­
ious grade and secondary schools 
about the city.
Most of the students will receive 
their certificates with their degrees 
in June, but a  few will not finish 
before the close of the Summer 
School session.
ATTRACT STUDENTS
Colorado University Wants All High 
School Athletic Material 
to Attend College
The University of Cplofado wishes 
to attract to its campus the best 
athletes among high school gradu­
ates. To get them their prescrip­
tion is as follows:
All stu4ents are expected to com­
municate the following facte; per­
sonally, to outstanding men in their 
communities before returning to 
school next quarter.
High school courses should be 
planned to meet the University re­
quirements and high school men 
should know whit the requirements 
are.
The University of Colorado does 
not flunk everyone out! The average 
student who applies himself fairly 
well can get by.
The University is a good place 
for athletes. They are not looked 
down upon. Colorado has had fine 
athletic records during the past 
three years.
Colorado boasts of having more 
to offer than any other regional 
school, scholastically, socially, and 
athletically.
A fat purse is mot required of the 
student who attends school there.
Fraternities are lenient in their 
charges.
Colorado stands for clean sports­
manship.
One sixth of the students work 
their way through school there.
Botanist Recounts 
Exploration Trip
Dr. J. E. Kirkwood, chairman of 
the Hqtany department, is the au­
thor of an article appearing in tHe 
April issue of .the. Scientific Month­
ly, entitled “Botanical Explorations 
in the Rock Mountains.”
The article tells of an expedition 
in quest of botanical specimens 
along the Lolo trail, which is of 
historic, significance in western de-
how Lewis and Clark in j 
again in 1806 traveled tt  
route, and of Moose City, 
gold .camp of 3,000, and nc 
claimed by nature. Other 
land marks are also menu
Pictures of timber sti 
mountain lake and geenrs 
scape, illustrate the story.
Elizabeth Maury, '29, has 
to the campus after spend 
week at her home to Butte.
If
N. P. OFFERS REDUCED FARE 
TO SPOKANE CONVENTION)
Members of the University faculty 
who plan to attend the Inland Em­
pire Teachers’ association at Spo-
DOBHOVOFXY A Dll II I 'tane' APnI *• 5 and «■ have an
iM tK n u v u J iA  I A UHKfcBSEN opportunity to travel a t reduced
BIOLOGY CLUB MEMBERS fares, according to announcement 
made by the Northern Pacific Rail-
two famous writers together with 
more than one hundred happy col­
legians set sail from Montreal June 
22 to do Europe.
HONORS GIVEN 
TO A FORMER 
U. GRADUATE
gates said. Several business man­
agers said their magazines averaged | 
between $500 and $1,000 a year.
Health Refunds Ready Members of the Pilgrim club held 
party for University students of 
Mrs. A. F. LeClaire, of the Health | Congregational preference, at the 
DtinstaU Released I department, wishes all students who Community church last evening
--------  are entitled to refunds to call at the from 8:15 to 10:15 o’clock. Fresh-
Joseph Dunstall was released from health'office by April 6. Those who men were allowed to have date for
South hall infirmary yesterday, failed to pay their bills must call to the occasion,
where he was confined because of | pay the differences on doctor and I Mixer games and dancing formed
Charles Dobrovolny, a Biology 
graduate, addressed the Biology clftb 
at a meeting Wednesday afternoon 
in Natural Science hall. “The Pre­
cipitation of Calcium Phosphate and 
Calcium Sulphate (bone salts) in
way company. Rates of a fare and 
one-half on the certificate plan have 
been authorized. Tickets will be on 
sale March 30 to April 5, inclusive, 
and certificates will be honored for 
return from Spokane up to April 10,
Various Medlas, with Application to inclusive, according to A. B. Kim 
Bone Formation” was the subject ball, ticket agent of the Northern 
of his talk. Pacific.
AreTou HidingYour Light
Don't hide your personality under the 
wrong clothes. Don’t  be a nice blue serge 
woman, satisfied to wear what everyone 
else is wearing.
Be yourself. Wear clothes to bring put the 
real you. Here you will find distinctive ep* 
parel, to enhance that glow»ig thing which 
every woman treasures—hex personality.
sale Saturday at only 
. See the lovely dresses on
$18.50 . '
Missoula. Mercantile)
COM EANT
illness. drug bills a t  once.
William C. Wilson of Great Falls, 
’22._ has been awarded the degree 
of doctor of philosophy at the Uni­
versity of Washington and initiat­
ed into Phi Beta Kappa, national 
scholarship fraternity.
Wilson received his bachelor de­
gree at the University of Montana 
in June, 1922. Three years later he 
was-awarded his master’s degree at 
the University of Washington. His 
scholastic honors have been Secured 
in the study of languages. During 
the' last two years he has taught 
Spanish at the University of Wash­
ington. He majored in French, 
Spanish, Italian and German. I t is 
his intention to devote himself to 
a career as a professor of languages.
The honor conferred upon Mr. 
Wilson marks the highest scholas­
tic recognition given at the Wash­
ington school. Membership in the 
Phi Beta Kappa is known as “The 
Scholar’s Mark.” The honor was 
conferred upon eight graduates 
this year.
’ The “Washington Daily,” the 
oampus publication, comments edi 
totialiy on Phi Beta Kappa, as fol 
lows: “Phi Beta Kappa means, 
nothing to most freshmen entering 
the university, it  is just more 
creek to them. Alter being sent 
out to search of the Phi Beta Kap- 
!» 'house and thereby learning that 
«■ js not one of those groups that 
pledge Monday at 3 o'clock, follow- 
wg the beginning of the school year, 
toe fresman has learned more about
“?St It takes most of us all of 
owfouryearsg® perhaps more to
Phi Befe W  is the 
“ ghff honor any man or woman 
» n  win at the jiinversity, taking it 
f f i i l p i p  that education is the 
i » « ve of the. institution, i t  
I t S l  s* oIar but that should 
■ f f  ®{ AjfaS a nearsighted in- H bis head in Kant’s 
Critique of Pure Reason’.”
ABOLISHED by  
VOTE QF FRATERNITIES
before"?, b f ' fraternities whether 
„  ° to ° r during initiation, in real
been mnsmtlatl0n ceremoni» ,  has teen omdemned by the National
inr to ,fy conferet?ce, accord- 
icutne “ nt out by the ex- 
S t a  “ "“toto® ^  each frater- 
t w  ‘ to? inference. Believing 
“Siitv tough-house practices are 
Bifiy and dangerous" ' and “Op- 
J ?  '%  dignity and ideals of 
to their* ^ to i t i e s ,  and injurious 
“  their good name," the co'nfer-
f e r *  that au
Practices^ P8 f  eUmlnato such,
‘be first time that the 
S t ? !  conference has de- 
I S t f e  °Pposed to hazing, as 
dfmning it! 'VaS pa5sed to 1920 con-
t t e T L ? ? ^  returned to 
h^Theta bouse from St. Patrick’!
Pita],
Arthur Christienson, who gradu- Dr. P. J. Moe of Glendive is vis- 
ated from the University last spring, iting his son Tony. He was a din- 
is now employed with the A. C. M., ner guest at the Phi Sigma Kappa 
in Anaconda. house last night.
the evening’s entertainment. Helen! 
Maddook and Kenneth Davis head­
ed the committee on arrangements, 
assisted by Connie Booth, Ceiia siefj 
vert, Imogene Ellis, George Alien 
and Eugene Hunton.
Come 
on over­
bring your
IN  OUR ball, there’s no  question ahout who’s 
T he H ead M an. I t’s Prince Albert, You’ll 
find it in any room you wander into. I t’s all 
you’ll ever be offered. A nd that’s  hospitality, 
if  you ask me. W hat a treat it is, too.
Fragrant and inviting. Cool as a reprimand. 
Comforting as a perfect alibi. Mellow and mild 
and long-burning, no matter how often you load 
up and light up. Y ou’re in good company when 
you smoke P. A . T he world’s most experienced 
smokers have placed this one brand first.
Fringe albert
’— wo o th er tobacco, is like i t t
pipe
Y o u  can’t  beat 
P .A .  for deep-down 
satisfaction«
| AS T H E  S O LE  E S T A B L IS H M E N T
PERM ITTED  TO E X H IB IT  CH A R TER  
HO USE C LO T H ES IN T H IS  COM­
M UNITY, P LEA SU R E IS  FOUND IN 
INFORM ING T H E  ST U D E N T  BODY 
TH A T T H E  S T Y L E S  FOR S P R IN G  
A RE OF T H E  P R E C IS E  FORM AND 
" ^ M U R E  HELD IN HIGH REGARD  
BY T H E  FAM O US S C H O O L S  OF 
ENGLAND.
C L O T H E S
Ready-made 
And Cut to Order
* 40 ,  * 45 ,  *50
M i s s o u i a  M e r c a n t i l e
COMPANY
